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OUR OPENING HOURS WILL BE
10:00 A. M. TO, 3:00 P. M.




MERCHANTS COOPERATING—Jim Johnson, executive secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, repor-
ted this morning that the response from Murray merchants is "overwhelming" in cooperating with the proposed
shortened hours. A state of emergency has been declared locally, due to the shortage of natural gas, and mer-
chants have been asked to reduce store hours to ten a.m. to three p.m. Assisting in the distribution of these
posters for businesses today were the Murray Police Department and the Calloway County Sheriff's Department._
•.16,...."%trif,EZ.VZ=61SitelnerintlerareWleireiexceerw,.:;, :t44164,000-i,?,'-'
Loan Plan Of Hospital
Is Approved By Board
The Purchase Area Development
District has approved a plan by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital to
- seek -a RA million loan from the Far-
mers Home Administration to finance
construction of a medical arts building.
The proposal, which also will be
reviewed by a health committee of the
area development district, would
require the hospital to match the FHA
loan with $100,000 in local funds.
The medical arts building, which
would be constructed adjacent to the
hospital, would provide office space for
many of the physicians formerly
housed in the Houston-McDevittiClinic,
which was gutted by fire last October.
The latest proposal by the hospital




Term Of Court County.
of one mile and 12.2 miles northeast of
the eastern city limits °Murray.
' Roberts said. six bridges are being-
replaced because of an unusual number
of traffic deaths and aecidents whichinclement weather and the issue was 
At-cording to Transportation have occurred on Ky. 94 betweentaken. directly to the board "because The jury list for the February term of Secretary , John C. Roberts, all six Murray and Kenlake.everyone realizes the emergency of the Calloway County Circuit Court has-beefi bridges scheduled. for replacement 'I' understand the danger posed bysituation."- -released by the- -office--of---Sheriff- under' that authorization are located tlie-naifow 19Toot wi bridges is theThe PADD board of. directors, „Maurice Wilson. Their names were
comprised of county judges, mayors - drawn from the jury wheel in open
and citizen appointees from eight court on October 25.
Purchase counties, and the various Persons ordered by Circuit Court
Judge James M. Lassiter to report for
jury duty on Monday, February 7, at
9:00 a. m. are as follows:
Rayrnon Rayburn, Alonzo Forrest,.
Hospital administrator Stuart Poston Modest Jeffrey, J. E. McCage, Clara
said today that the approval by the area Jean Paschall, Rebert Bucy, E. H. Lax,
development district is only a , Pete Rutledge, John Neubaaer, Cpgjeld
preliminary move: The application will -Vanee, Dewey Lampkint, Jr., R. C.
now go to the state A-95-clearing house Sheridan, Judith Baucum, Ewing -
for approval, and then to the Farmers Stubblefield, Jaines Lee Harmon,
Home Administration for final passage. Linda Workman, Daniel Winters,- 
committees make recommendations on
various protects, but the appropriate
funding agency has the final word on




I State Of Emergency
System
System. Cal
at least the rest o
1. to Supt. Dr. Jack Rose.
.Z The Murray Ci
• classes again tomorrow, but"-eq,. a backs.
back „thermostats, and said he feels
tfiey will readily comply voluntarily.
It wa.s also noted' that the fieldhouse
at -the- • university, where --ftt&Ef--
basketball games are played, is not
heated by natural gas, and it would not
help the situation to cancel. _any_
university games. - •
County Judge kfebert 0. Miller and
Mayor John Scott issued a joint.
prodamation Tuesday, declaringthe 
state--of- --erriergenrvand sling--
cooperating from both businesses and
individuals. .
All non-essential businesses are
eq e edtcruperate on the ten- a. m. to
three p. m. schedule until • further_
notice. This is on a voluntary .basis at
this time, arid the request will continue
until further notice, even if the weather
• . irtened schedule. Supt. Fred Schar".
• said the city school system will
ts 
.
cooperate to the extent that most non-
essential activities at the schools will be
curtailed.
Murray State University represen-
tatives at the meeting Tuesday noted
that the prime users of natural. gas an .
campus are the dohnitories and dining
halls, which must be treated as
,.. re;idential users. . yice-President Dr....
Thomas .Hogancamp said that he will, .
-! - ltrwever appeal' to the studentslo art
breaks, because natural gas overruns
must still be made up. •
Dreg stores, supermarkets, doctors'
offices and the like are considered
essential operations, and are not in-
- All city and couna. governmen al
ces will open-from ten a rmto three
p. m. ay, and until further notice.
Also inclu n, those hours will be the
local banks, the Ith center, and the
library.
Judge Miller said he pla oday to
look into the possibility of ,eonverting
the Murray-Calloway County Hospitar--
to fuel oil, in an effort to conserve
natural gas. Many of Murray State
University's operations are also being
cunt et tect-tofuet oti. •
Mostpf the buildings at Murray State
University are being heated,presently
through the coal heating plant. Some,
-however; wre' with acif
contained. furnaces. Sparks pall.
General Ser4,ices, Wilding, and the -
dormitory  area are all _salt- beated L-_ 
facilgtes with Self containe4firtririeia: 7 -
Tuesday afternoon the stadium was
,cenverted from gas to electric_ heat.
The boiler in the stadiura.can use either
gas4r electricity. The StEtilltrn !Viruses —
the ROTC program, physical education.
classes and offices, athletic offices, and
several programs related te the Adult
Education program.
The students have,. been asked to
reduce their thermostats in the dor-
mitories to 68 degrees and to conserve
the use of hot water.
"So far we have escaped major
prOblems because of the weather With
only inconVeniences and minor
problems such as frozen pipes and
accumulated snow on Springer -Hall
MSU officials id.
maintenan crews are on -day
around' the clock- at the Universiti-to
- deal with the energy crisis.
Jim Johnson, executive secretary of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
who was also at the meeting Tuesday,
said he feels that Most of the local
- merchants will voluntarily cornply with
-the cutback in hours. He suggested that
Sigrwhe printed for the store owners to
put in ows stating that the store is
voluntarily lying-with the request
to rut-hack hourr .
Bridges Are App rovecN
sa-, For Highway 94 East 
Next
tip to 22 physicians. This will de don
the number of doctors who elect to
move into the building.
Projects generally are reviewed by
'Theft_ respective FA1JD corium-Rees
before presentation to the
organization's full board, but a
spokesman said the health committee




An American Quarter -Horse
-Association Show will be held at the
- West Kentacky Livestock- and
Exposition Center, College Farm Read,
Murray, cal Saturday, January-22. The
Murray' State -UniVersity Horsemen's
'Club will sponsor the show.
Charles Crawley' of Cberryville, N.
C., will be the judge for the show to
begin at 9:00 a. m.
Twenty-two halter classes will be
heir in the morning with yopth actiity
and registered performance classes
following the noon hour.
Entry fee for the halter classes will
be $2.Q0 and $3.00 for the performance
- classes. In both the junior and senior
barrels $50.00 will be added. The
'registered and. youth activity pole
bending will be jackpotted seventy per
cent; hoviever ten entries *ill be
needed before money is added or jack-
potted. •
• ----For-arty-finther information, persons
may contact 'the show manager, Joe
' "k" Gearth at teleptioae 436-5653 Or write to
Rolite Five, Box 400, Muiray, Ky.
• • I U U s V
weeks, and possibly mo e, Poston said.
Relative Warming.TrencUSweeps Across *
KentuckrArea And Rest Of Nation Today
Declared Here Due
To Gas Shortages
Local. officials have declared a "state
of emergency" in Murray and Calloway
County, due to the shortage of natural
-
In a Meeting Tuesday afternoon,
several business and government
leaders, as well as representatives of 
educaffon, met formulate plans to
combat the impending gas shortages.
Tommy 'Marshall, superintendent of
'the Murray Gas System, said-that
have a long term problem because
we're already way over our allotment.
But our main concern now is the short'
tern i problem, a shortageof
The ad hoc group decided to appeal to
the business community to shorten
store hours to ten a. m. to three p. m. to
conserve energy. There are no classes
in -either the Murray City School
he Calloway County School
is expected to be out'.'
week, according
Gov. Julian M. Carroll has authorized
the state Transportation Department to
begin design work on six replacement
.bridges along Ky. 94 in Calloway
source of the problem." he said.
The cost of the design work is ex,
pected to amount to $70,000 and will be
funded totally by the state. Roberts said
that the projects are not expected to go
to contract until 1978. Roberts said that,
within the next two or three .weeks, he
expects to announce the largest list of
highway contracts ever awarded at one
time in Kentucky.
The--list will include over 140 con-
tracts in more than 90 of the state's 120
counties, covering nearly everything
from interstate and Appalachian road
construction to some 400 miles of
resurfacing projects and 1,300 miles of'
By The Associated Press
It's all relative, bf- course, but that
was a warming trend that today swept
across Kentucky and the rest of ,the
frozen eastern half of the nation.
The National Weather -.Service
reported early morning temperatures
ranging from zero in the Pa‘lucah area
to seven in the Bowling Green area.
Even Covington, which withStood
minus 24 and minus 25 readings' the
previous- two nights, 'reported three
abbirezera4ustbefbre dawn,.
Along with the relative warming
trend -tatne light snow, and the NWS
predicted additional snow tonight and
Thursday.
The sub-zero temperatures claimed
at least two lives, police Said.
Rohert.Donald Durbin, 39, was found
Monday near the front door of his
Bardstown home. Officials _said it
appeared that Durbin slipped on the ice
in front of his home, lost consciodsness,
and died of exposure.
A 49-year-old Philpot man, Hubert
Pace, reportedly froze to death while'
seeking shelter from the cold in a barn
in Indian.a jpst aciross frqm Oirensbozo.
Pace's body-was found Monday.
managed to climb above zero, the silt
Even though temperatures statewi
freezing readings still'spelled trouble
for. Kentucky gas and. eiericity con-
sumers, as well as 'for berg traffic on
the 'frozen Ohio
(See Jury, Page 121
The Texas Gas Transmission Corp. of
Owensboro, which feeds natural gas to
most of the state, reports consumption
is Jar ahead of expected demands and
extended cold the rest..of the whiter
could trigger -Cutbackt to business and
, government offices.
W.B. Thurman, an official with the
Louisville Pas 81 Electric Co. that
receives its fuel from Tetas -Gas,
refused to rule out possittle cuts to
- residential customers if the r.04C zero
t M peratures-eantinue-te.e14444e state:
"I'd have to say, yes, it s4twisible,--i-
Thurman said. •
Kentucky Utilities an the massive
Tennessee Valley Authority have ex-
perienced peak usage this month, and
each utility has asked its customers to
voluntarily reduce consiunpti ,n * •
.Meanwhile, residents in many towns
are trying to find ways to beat the cold.
In Providence, officials said that
water service was expected to be
restored late today; two days after both
of the pumping stations that serve that
western Kentucky town's .6,000
residents failed because of cold.
In Murray, Caliowity County-Judge-
Robert 0. Miller and May John' Ed.
Scott declared a' state 'of ernergencY
because of the natural gas chdrtage.
Because of. the erhergeney situation,
business anclgovernment office,e-were.
orde to stay open Only five hours,
Murray. State linlversity• said it
northeast of Murray. The bridges and
their respective distances from Murray
are:
Clark's River Bridge, six-tenths of
one mile;
Clayton Creek Bridge, seven-tenths
of one mile;
Jonathan Creek Bridges, two
structures at 5.7 and 6.3 mile j;
Morris Branch Bridge, miles;
Ledbetter Creek Bridge, 2:2 miles. r
In addition, four replacement
overflow structures also have been
approved along Ky. 94 to reroute high
afra,le sin_tim2 fltflflndlflU The .sicac.,_
tures are located between three-tenths
was convertingToheating oil.
Elementary and secondary schooLs in
Murray, as in most other townsacross
the state, were closed today. ScNools
have been closed for all but a fews days
this month, and state officials :say that
those systerns will have to make up the
days in June in order in-qualify for their
full state funding allotment-,
' Allocations of natural gas to Ft.
.--Campnell. were-rut by-,- 50 per cent, •and
base -officials said, 'that emergency
i ries •woinit b i.ssued toilaY.-: The
massive - military fa-allay or.dered the
closing of all schools and recreation
centers, as well as shorter hours for
service facilities.
The Tennessee Gas Transmission
Corp. cut Morehead's dail; allocation
,.4.9 1innc,caliclaot anctInruiunced
it would fine the city b10 per 100 cubic
feet of-gas over that limit. City offidials
said that Tuesday's overuse would cost
about V-3.000.
Iii.,Frankfort, officials said that gas
arid electric supplies were adequate.
butlhere were reports of water pipes
freezing. .
The- Leringten-F yette, • Voenty
-goVernIfient,, which cut 'back to
minimum 4quirements -Tuesday,
called employesiback to Work today. A
' glvernment spokesman said the
moderating •tentperatares 'meant that
'the critical natural gas period had
probably passed.
Kentucky State Polrce reported that
TriterslatrraCother primary .highVray-s
were generally open and clear,
although. the light snow early today
prompted a travelers advisory for tIW
Covington-Cincinnati area. Secondary
roads, still covered .with heavy, shim' -
that fell IQ days ago, were- reported
slick and troublesome.
• For the first time since 1948, officials
reported. that _ people were walking -
between Indiana and KentucKY on the
.frnien - Ohio-River.- Police -said that
'ice cif from eight, to 12-inches
covered the waterway, but warneirthat
river pedestrians could fall through in




• Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris has deceived_ another 'set of
fndidacy parit4'S tts ̀ Mice . of
sheriff in the May\ Democratic
Primary.
Joseph W. Beard filed for the office of
sheriff this .moriang, according to,
Harris. ' . -




The contract award announcements
will follow- a bid-letting to be held here
stly the Kentucky Bureau of Highways
on Thursday, January 20..
Roberts described the January let-
ting as-. "representing a major change
iri the' department's approach to what
constitutes -gobff-centratt-management
procedure."
In the past, much of the surfacing and
resurfacing work, as well as many of
the rural secondary road program
projects, included in the upcoming
letting, were not put out for bid until
after the start of the annual con-
struction seasen which norinally.t;egins
in March or April.
'That meant delaying the actual
starting date on many of those profeets;-
sometimes even up into June or July,"
Roberts said.
To aVoid that sort of delay in the
future._ Roberts sale tbat _bp has., in-
structed the Bureau of Highways mato




The CalioWay County Red cross
office will observe the five-hour day in
accordance with other. courthouse
offices, according to Jean Olanienship,
executive director of the local chapter.'
Mrs. Blankenship also said that
emergency service, both military and
civilian, is available 24 hours a day,


















Increasing Cloudiness • '
.._. , .. A .1 - . •
. Increasing cloudiness tonight ith a/1
chance of light snoW. Snow endi g on
Thursdat .ows tonight from 10 into . the
mid teens. Highs Thursday in the low to.
inids20s.:. Winds becoming sulitltwestirly _
,to. -.1-6 -miles an hour*, tonight. '
'Precipitation' chances 40' per cent




Shopping day for Senior
Citizens will be at 9:30 a. m.
and 12:30 p. m. Call 753-9725
for transportation.
Meal for senior citizens is
scheduled to be served at




Blood River Acteens has a
Studiact Workshop scheduled
at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church from ten a. m. to two
p.m.
- Gospel singing featuring
Hinson Family, Florida Boys,
and Dilie .Echoes will.be
Jeffrey gym, Calloway County
High School, at eight p. m.
Sponsor is Fraternal Order of
Police.
Concert by .High School
Honor- Band from Quad-'State
will be at Lovett Auditorium
aI- 10:15 a. m. No charge and
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What to do About
Tasteless Ads
By Abigail Van Buren
i976bych.coTrbon.N V News Sind Inc
DEAR ABBY: Now that someone wrote in to complain
about offensive TV commercials, I want to state my
objections.
I really don't ;see anything so offensive about feminine
ygiëne prOducts. But Whitt spoils my apj5erite are
commercials about acid indigestion, sinus trouble;
hemorrhoids and diarrhea.
,While having my dinner, I don't want to look into
anybody's nose, down his throat or through his bowels.
Thank you.
,TURNED OFF IN TRENTON
- DEAR-WRNED OPE: Several thousand-or-readera
wrote in. Read on for two vastly different views, and what
to do about offensive advertising:
DEAR ABBY: A lady wrote to say that douche, Kotex
and tampon commercials on TV were offensive and
should be banished. (She said her teenagers left the room
in embarrassment when such ads came on.)
Children who are reared with these products in plain
sight in the bathroom and who have their questions
answered frankly would not be embarrassed by these ads.
I think beer and cigarette commercials are far more
harmful. (Fortunate4y, we have done anway with the
latter.)
If this lady wants to get uptight about something, she
should forget the commercials and concentrate on the
.:_crime, violence and-foullanguaga-ate-arit-gotting-ineet.-
"entertainment."
And while I'm sounding off, I would like to add that I
think our movie code is all wet, too. Movies in which people
mqjrn and kill each other are okay for kids to see, but
kissing and making love is for adults only.
Don't get me wrong, Abby; I'm not advocating
pornography or heavy sex. But I'd rather have my kids see
kissing than beer and cigars. After all, sex and
menstruation are natural functions—violence, murder,
alcoholism and nicotine addiction are not!
ALABAMA BAPTIST
DEAR ABBY: I am in complete agreement with that
person who wrote to complain,about the feminine hygiene
products that are now advertised on,TV.
These commercials have been such a source of
embarrassment to us that we no longer turn on our set
when we have guests. We have grandchildren and have
noticed that when they watch TV here, they are frequently
so embarrassed by same of the commercials that they
leave the room.
- Abby, I don't know why advertisements for such
products cannot be confined to newspapers and magazines.
Where -cart-I -write-to-register -my complaint? If eucugli
people protest, maybe we can get some action.
  NEWSDAY READER:- N.Y.
DEAR READER: Send your complaints to:.
EMILIE GRIFFIN
NATIONAL ADVERTISING COUNCIL OF BETTER
BUSINESS BUREAU
845 THIRD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022
You can also refuse to buy the product whose TV
commercials offend you, then write to the president of the
company who manufactures it and tell him why you bouglit
another brand.
If enough people protest in this manner, offensive
commercials will be taken off the air. P.S. If you lose the
above address, write to me, and I'll forward your letter to
the proper party.)
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Dr. James IT Kline it
\-ational Science lleet
Dr. James M. Kline, Murray
State University professor,
-recently participated in a
National Science Foundation
review panel in Washington,
D. C.
The purpose of the _review
panel was to evaluate project
or000sals submitted to the
Student - Originated - Studies
Program of the National
Science Foundation.
Dr. Kline was one of 72
participants from the United




Methodist Men of First
United Mether'4Church will
have a di- pee. aeting at 6:30
Ce`
p.m. in 1.14social hall.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Clubwill meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christ wkluirch will
• cemeet at s. ceo.a. in the ehurch
fellowship hall. •
Thursday, January. 20 ,
  ±Lc o   W a,to n
Newcoiner-tenb will meet at
First Ct. Ckian Church at 7:30
p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p.m. ,at the '
Hazel Conununity Center.
Thursday, January 20
First Baptist Church Baptist
Young Wt.tinczt yjet the—
home of Mrs. David Smith at
seven p.m.
Meeting cancelled of Home
Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Ardine Nelson, Ohio State
University, will lecture on
photography at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, fourth floor, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
with no admission charge. The
.public is invited.
Activities and Potluck for
Senior Citizens at Ellis Center
is cancelled.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511




G ohlen -In n 'ers (Iry
lir. rind iirs. I
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Thorn of Dexter will celebrate'their
golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, January 23, with a
family reunion to be held at their home in Dexter.
The cowle was married January Z:k 1927, in Colima Coun-
ty by the late Bro. Randy Jiffies. Their witneVes were Lee and
Gus Mathis.
Mrs. Thorn is the daughter of the late Charlie and Cora Nimo
Dunn. Mr. Thorn is the son of the late Tim and Collie Hard
Thorn.
They have eight children who are Marvin Thorn of Murray,
Mrs. Adolphus ( Marell) Sheridan of Crossland, Dale Thorn of
Dexter, Wayne Thorn of Tr -City, and Charles, Don, Bobby,
and Ronald Thorn, all of Chicago, Ill. They have nineteen gran-




Jackson, Tenn. — Four area
colleges will benefit' from a
$750,000 stock gift made
recently by the United Parcel
Service • Foundation of
Greenwich, Conn. to the In-
dependent College funds _of
America, New York.
Lambuth College and Union
University in Jackson; Bethel
College, McKenzie and Freed-
Hardeman Colle e, Hen-
-of the
Tilern3421"rnesseee Independent
Colleges Fund, Nashville, one
of the 39 ICFA state Member
associations. These in-
stitutions will share in the
annual income of 9175,000 to be
distributed . by ICFA to its
member groups.
The UPS gift funds the ICFA
Endowment Fund, which now
contains 92.25 million - all
from UPS Foundation grants.
ICFA di-stributes annual
checks to the Tennessee IC
to support operating budgets
at 20 four-year independent
colleges in the state. -
In making thil1hirt14/40,000
grant, Charles W. L.
Foreman, administrator of
the UPS Foundation, said
"The foundation believes that
it is especially important in
the present difficult economic
times that support for our
nation's independent colleges




Mr. and Mrs. Paul Skinner, 5090 Doral Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio, announce the engagement of their daughter, Laurie, to
linllion-Y-Pritchett, sonof ftlifflind Mrs. Willis-Pritchett, Dexter
Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Edward Little NIA
School, Auburn, Maine, and attended Pacific Christian
College, Fullerton, California. She is now employed at the Port
Columbus Airport.
Mr. Pritchett, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 1976 graduate of the Ohio Institute of Technology,
is now employed by the Brugess Candy and 'Tobacco Company,
Columbus, Ohio.
The date for the wedding has not been set.
Murray Business and
P,rofessional Women's Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray WOI:AII'S Club House.
Xi Alpha IQelta Chapter of
Beta Sigmephi Will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
Marsha ,Horton at 1503 Car-
dinal Drive at 7:30 p.m.
Murray ,Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
for executive session at seven
p.m. and business session at
eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
Purchase Area Fellowship.
will meet at the G ayes




senior high • band members
will start at Murray State with
practice from eight a.m. to ten
p.m.
MSU Symphonic Band,
directed by Prof. Paul
Shahan, and MSU Jazz Lab
Band, directed by Prof.
Raymond Conklin, will per-._
form at eight p.m. in Lovett
auditorium. No charge and
public is invited.
Regents Hall Council Leap
Year dance will be from eight
p.m: to midnight at Beshear
gymnasium, Student Center,
MSU. This is an open dance.
Friday, January 21
community on the review
panel, which convened
Thursday, Jan. 6 and con-
_004 it ,work on, Saturday,
Jan. 8.
Dr. Kline is professor of
physics dnd astronomy in the
College of Environmental






A 2nd Big Week!








The most exciting original
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CUT OUT THREE "MORE
ABSORBENT" BANNERS
from the front di three packages of .
am; size .1ohnson's Disposable
Diaper,.




MAIL 3 BANNERS TO:
Joh nsopls Disposable Diapers
$1 50 Cash Refund Oiler • .
PO Bois '.2 -4,305, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225
RECEIVE YOUR Sr 50 REFUND CHECR
/ IN 4 TO 6 WEEKS. 
This offer good onlv in limited areas except where restncted bi; late This certificate mac' not be transferred
or mechanicplly reproduced This offer is not assignable and expires March 4, 1977 Three banners must "
r ,,,trarlt; thss rernfricite to receive the $1 50 refund clicc..
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Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fraues Drain 





(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Workaday routine may seem
more tedious than usual, but
evening activities will ,more
than make up-for it. Look for
exceptionally stimulating hours
with highly congenial com-
panions.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mixed planetary influences.
Good opportunities for ad-
vancement abound in your area
but you may have to search
them out yourself. Personal
interests highly favored. '
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11610-
Emphasize your stability.
Many will look to you for sup-
port and guidance. Without
overtaxing yourself, give help
wherever-you can:
CANCER) •
(June 22 to July 23)
A day calling for your best
judgment. You, could caqae
_itniteeassary inisun-
deritandings by involving




(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444t
Mixed influences. Check
impulsive comments, action.
You could step into trouble with
little effort through wrong or
heedless tactics.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A period of adjustment Profit
by experience and study the
methods of successful persons.




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Be alert to deceptive
elements now. Even your
closest friends may be telling
you only half the story. Here's
where your innate per-
Sign•
This day will be a far better ,
one than you may anticipate at -
first. Be enthusiastic, but not
t ob-
SAGITTARIUS
fastihur led.;.Y:outailhalui:mbuucth to gain. -̀





(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vi4
Give careful thought to
financial affairs — not only
business-wise but where your -
personal budget is concerned.
DiSn't let mere whim direct your
purchases.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Quite unexpectedly you may
find the solution to a difficult
problem. Another's_ .c_asuai




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Present condition May not
-warrantthe expansion you have'
in mind. Go slow if conservative
opposition arises-.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Capricorn-Aquarius cuspal ( one
born at the change of Signs)
and, as such, are endowed with
tremendous vitality, both
mental and physical. You are
always alert to new trends, and
grasp opportunity eagerly.
Whatever your life work, you
are usually successful because
you strive, never give up, -are
eager to achieve. But
sometimes you scatter energies
into too many fields. You enjoy
lively companions, are ex-
tremely creative; would, make
an outstanding musician, writer
or painter. Try to curb your
introspective tendencies. Birth-
date of: Mischa Elman,






Murray, Ky. Calloway County M.S. Gym
SAT. JAN. 22nd 8 P.M.
TICKETS
3.50 Adult Adv. 4.00 At Door 2.00 Child
On Sale: Peoples Bank of Murray
Sponsored By: Fraternal Order of Police Dept.
—11111111111W 








(mother Rue J.), 1709 Far-
mer, Murray, Baby Girl Lamb




Terface bfg., Murray, Mrs.
Freda B. Headings and Baby
Girl, Rt. 5, Box 417, Murray,
Mrs. Norma J, Reed and Baby
Girl, 0. Box 43, Hardin,
Mrs. Janie D. Palmer and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1; Kirksey,
William H. Darling, 326 Ellis
St., Martin, Tn., Sylvester M.
Milliken, 207 Pine, Murray,
Mrs. Norma K. Fox, 821 S.
4th., Murray_ _Kenneth -I_
Morris, P. 0. Box 173, Sedalia,
Mrs. Jessie M. Haynes, Rt.
Paris, Tn., David W. Webb,
Mansfield, Tn., Mrs. Jo Ann
Thorn, Rt. 1, .Dexter, Mrs.
Lucy A. Cook, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Martha C. Nichols, 712
River Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Margaret E. Middleton, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Shirley A.
Martin, P. & Box 122, Hazel,
Craig S. Perry, 304 Pine,
Murray, Augustus W. Russell,
P.O. Box 349, Murray, Robert
F. Futrell, Rt. I, Almo, Mrs.
Nalie W. Wells, Rt. 2, Box 353-
A, Murray, Commie E. Cain,
Rt. 1, Box 67, Alm°, Mrs. Ruby
Rudolph, 713 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Mamie F.
Lawrence, 814 So. 9th.,
Murray, Eugene L. Alton
(expired), 505 S. 7th., Muni
It is not necessary to preheat
an oven when you are roasting
information with. the guiding
principle being for the
selection and evaluation
activities to reflect analysis of
knowledge.
" Competency Area refers to






human and public relations,
and marketing.
Cohipleting requirements
for the awards were as
follows:
Morning DE I students: Tim
Alton, Ruth Anderson, Sheila




Danna Miller, Tricia Phillips,
Danny Rogers, Melissa Thorn,
Debbie Lawler, Janet
Rowland, and Jer • Run on
ern000n DE I students:
GSNERAL. •
REVENUE
SHARING ACTUAL USE REPORT
GENERAL REVENUE SHARING PROVIDES FEDERAL FUNDS DIRECTLY TO LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS YOUR GOVERNMENT MUST PUBLISHTHIS REPORT ADVISING YOU MOW THESE FUNDS HAVE BEEN. USED OR OBLIGATED DURING THE YEAR FROM JULY 1, 1975, THRU DECEMBER 31,1976 THIS IS TO INFORM YOU OF YOUR GOVERNMENT'S PRIORITIES AND TO ENCOURAGE YOUR PARTICIPATION IN DECISIONS ON HOW FUTUREFUNDS SHOULD BE SPENT NOTE: ANY COMPLAINTS OF DtSCRIMINATtON IN THE USE OF THESE FUNDS MAY SE SENT TO THE OFFICE OFREVENUE SHARING, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226.













 411b----$ 22 000
47 ,100  $ 7,500
7 SOCIAL SERVICES








12 HOUSING II GOM-
MulaTY DEVELOPMENT
13 ECONOMIC





88', 412 s- 65,023
THE ,GOVERNMENT
OF




during the period frgm July 1, 1976 thru December 31, 1976
SI ACCOUNT NO 18 2 018




. _ . _
96
NONDISCRIMINATION REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN MET
(Et CERTIFICATION I certify that I am the Chief Executive Officer and.woh respect TO- The enlifleenent fundsT1eportect hereon I certify that theyhave not been uSed Nihon of either the priority expendituree 1 iSectiOn 10 o INC matching funds prohibitiOn (SectionAct k
C5e.'14 lanithry 14, - l97)Signature of Chief Executive Dite
hn E. Scott, Ilaer 
Nam and Titie
ID) TRUST FUND REPORT trete, to initruction DI
1 Balance as or June 30 1976 1
2 Revenue Sharing FundsFlecetvw torn July 1, 1976 Mil( December 31 19761
3 interest Receiver]
or Credited (July 1. 1976 thru December 31 1976(
.4 Funds Reteasee .from Obligations (IF ANY)
5 Sum of Mali I, 2. 3. 4
6 Funds Returned t OAS (IF AVK
7 _Total Funds Available. -
Total Amount Expended
(Sum aline 15. itilurnO Tirid-OOlurorl CI --






'1 5 1 435 
IF THE NEW MEDIA HAVE BEEN ADVISEd THAT A COMPLETE CC x • THISREPORT HAS EN PUE4y.ISHED INA LOCAL NEWSPAPER OF GENEPM: • •PCIP•Liman riikvE A COPY OF THIS REPORT AND RECORDS DOCUMENT THE
CONTENTS THEY ARE OPEN kOR PUBLIC SCRUTINY AT
Donna Adams, Rita Barrow,
Regina Bean, Clara Cole,
Betsy Easley, Penny Moody,
Cathy Perry, Cindy Smith,
Rusty' Spiller, Teresa Vance,
Becky Walls, Carole Win-







Students from the Murray
Area Vocational Education
Center have completed
requirements for the Bronze
and Silver Merit Awards
program.
The Bronze award- may be
accomplished by locating,
assembling, organizing, and
classifying - • subject in-
formation with the guiding
principle being for the
selecting and evaluation
activities to reflect acquisition
of knowledge.
The Silver. Award may be
accomplished by comparing,
examining, validating, The Murray Area
defining, clarifying, and Vocational Education Center
bringing tinether subject DECA Chapter_had_ _its_
professional meeting. The
main 'activity was a _ slide
presentation to provide the
DECA students with facts on
how to recruit:students' from
The local high 46096 into ,the
Distributive -.Education
program at the Yocational
Center.
The slides were to help the
Murray students become
more encouraged about the
present program and
enlighten the program to
fellow students. The
presentation will be used as a
introduction in the spring of
the year for recruiting
students from Murray High
and Calloway County High
School.
Diana Sliger was in charge
of the program-, and in-
troduced the Recruiting
Process for the Distributive
Education Program at the
Vocational Center.
Refreshments were served
to the DECA members.
Members (;ire
(Pr( ur Ilere
Three members of the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA
Chapter participated in a
recent radio Breakfast Strow.
The show included
discussion topics such as:
What is DE and. MCA,- Of-
ficers of the Murray DECA
Chapter, and Job Ad-
vancement from ining
enrolled in a program like
Distributive 'Education.
,Those participating in the 30
minute show were: Richeia
Towery, 'chapter president;




Robert Morris, Sr.,- of
Puryear, Tenn., has been a




Burie Wilson of Murray has
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Prices Good Thurs., Jan. 20 Peasthru Wed., Jan. 26 111111
Register each time you
are in the store for the




._.__!Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch *All You Da Is
----Regislas-pach-Time-Yau-Are-IstALSIwcwDrowing.Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.





































Fields Worthmore Sliced Armour Test Tender
Bacon
f
Breast lb  994 Neck & Backs... lb. 294
Thighs lb 894 Gizzards lb 79t


























5 lb. Bag 794
3 lb. Bag 694
FROZEN FOODS
EASY- DELICIOUS
Frosty Acres - Heat & Serve
Waffles 5 oz. Box 5 Boxes $1 ®
Frosty Acres-Sp-ears
Broccoli 8 01. 2 for 694
Frosty Acres Shoestring
Potatoes 20 oz. Bag 59'
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A state of emergency in
Murray and Calloway County
has been declared due to the
shortage of natural gas here.
The cooperation of every
individual in our community is
mandatory in an effort to
conserve natural gas as well as
other forms of energy.
A group of government of-
ficials, community leaders_ and
school officials, following a
meeting Tuesday afternoon
.has issued an appeal to the
business community to shorten
store hours:
• - Most businesses have already
begun to cooperate in the effort
and others are expected to
follow suit shortly. The group's
appeal does not - include





In order for the plan to work,
individuals must gear their
shopping times to the times
the businesses are open — 10 a.
m. to 3 p. in. for most stores.
The shortened, five-hour
work day will be in )effect for ill
government off ifles in the
community and batiks as well
•as businesses. Included in the
voluntary closing plan wilt' be
the Calloway toinity Pune
Library and the Health Center.
We urge every citizen of our
community to join with this
effort. It is a mutual problem
for each of us and we can




By ROBERT F. STEPHENS ,
rney neral
Have you ever needed the services of
a repairman, asked for an estimate,
agreed to have the work done for what
- • - -seemed . to be a. reasonable fiadre,-- and
• %4"--then .were presented with a bill which
was two, three, or five times as much as
the estimate? This problem is one of the
more common complaints received by
the Attorney General's Division of
TrroteCtion -aird ts-orte
.which can be avoided if certain
• precautions are taken before you do
business with a repairman.
You should have a good idea of what
you want done and how much you can•
afford to spend. When you ask for an
estimate on the work, ask for a written
estimate and ask if the estimate itself
will cost you anything. Make sure the
estimate includes parts. materials,
labor and the length of time needed to
complete the work. It is a good idea to
• get written estimate's from several
reputable businesses so you can
compare the services and prices they
offer.
Since your time, Money, and maybe,
• your peace of mind will be involved in
the work you need done, the reputation
and reliability of the • companies you
approach should be carefully con-
sidered. If. a company refuses to give
you fl written estimate, you should be
hesitant abOut doing business with it.,
Also, if One of several estimates is
extreniely low, you should ask a lot of
questions about the reasons why the
company can do the work so much
mere cheaply thanjts competitors. The
price of quality work is usually com-
petitive among reputable companies.
Sometimes, an estimate can only be
made after the repairman has had
chance to examine the item that needs •
repair. Find out how much this will
cost. Remember that people in business
cannot afford to work free of charge.
Frequently, the time and work
nasessary ie gain an 'insight into the
problem will be costly. Don't accept
any estimate made by a person who
does not personally assess the extent of
the work which may be needed. It is
important that -you know exactly what
every aspect of a repair job will cost,
and that yoar- get all these terms in
writing.
When you finally decide to have the
IVOrk done, be sure that the estirriate.
includes a written statement- that no
work will be done beyond that which is
set forth in the estimate and that no
charges will be made except those
specifically described in the estimate:
Ask all the questions and get all the
terms in writing- before you agree to
have any work done.
An agreement to have repair work
done should be no less formal than any
other 'contract. Both parties should
know exactly where they stand and
what responsibilities they have
assumed. It is too late when you are
asked to.pay.a huge bill and your- only
response is that you thought he said it
would be much less.
If you have a consumer complaint
regarding an estimate given by a
repairman or any Other consumer
complaint write to the-Office of the
Attorney General, Division of. Con-
- surrier Protection, Frankfort, Ky.
40601, The office has found that it can
most effectively deal with written
complaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you have an emergency situation, call,







United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: CORRUPTION 114i GoVERNMENT
Charges that a sizable Munber of
congressmen from both parties ac-
cepted cash or other handouts from
persons connected with the government
of South Korea raise anew the issue of
corruption in government.
Hopefully, Congress will pursue
investigation of these charges with the
same zeal that, it pursued Watergate
and allegations of corporate payoffs to
foreign officials.
As these charges surface, ft is well to
consider some fundamental-aspects of
the' corruption problem. Recently,
Egon Tausch, the Texas author and
attorney, explored_these aspects in a
_.hacitground study paper. Some of Mr.
Tausch's observations follow in this
-Space.: -
•'What is corruption? To avoid in-
cluding everything we disapprove of,
the term should be limited to the act of
abusing political power to satisfy
personal greerthis leaves, Mostly,,
bribery..
"Bribery has an interesting
ideological history. Until recent times,
governments exercised little direct
influence on the private and economic
lives of their subjects. Bribery was
therefore.ustia.UyliLnitedikthe_ efforts
of a handful of sycophants and a few
wealthy operators to get preferment at
Court. Such corruption was easily
identified and universally condemned,
at least in principle.
"The 19th Century is associated with
the rise of large-scale capitalism. But
we often forget that the century also
saw the rise of socialism, both in theory
and ig reality. Governmentsgrew more
fiowerful Ihan "e`vei --before. Politicians
were quick to embrace socialist
arguments explaining that their power-
grabs were 'good for society.'
"Paris was turned into a bloody
communist state at least three times in
50 years. Germany established an early
form 04 national socialism under
Bismarck. In America, political
bossism took over the cities, and the
federal government decided it was time
to begin controlling the economy.
:The first steps of •government
regulation -were-probably-weft-meant,
but the politicians soon discovered that
.there was big' money to be made by
threatening businesses. The nature of
bribery changed dramatically. Corn-
modore Vanderbilt was periodically
approached by legislators who offered
no favors, but drafted bills that would
harass or even ruin his enterprises if he
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questionalind solve problems -
fast. If, you have 'a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
4538/ Sealer
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, selhaddressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column. _ __
HEARTLINE:. My husband retired
last year and he just sits around the
house moping with boredom. I feel he
needs a hobby but he thinks of hobbies
as kids' stuff. Can you give me some
ammunition in the way of factsOr hints
in my attempt to stop him from lying
down and dying of boredom? S. W.
ANSWER: In a recent survey of
several huitdred retired persons, seven
out of 10 gatre credit to a hobby as chief
• 
•
life-saver during their retirement
years.
Your husband might be surprised to
learn how many highly esteemed skills
and artistic achievements have
resulted from hobbies. Some hobbyists
have achieved greater renowri in their
retirement than they had in their
business or professional careers.
Eveni if your husband does not win
fame and fortune, the pleasure and
satisfaction that the right hobby Will
bring him will add a glow to his
retirement years.
•, We have prepared a list of hobbies
and a list of books on. the subject. To
receive your free lists, write to Heat,
dine Hobbies, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please send a
long, self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
HEARTLINE: I am ̀ a 59-year-old
widow and I am drawing disability
benefits from Social SeCurity. I have a
lot of free time on my hands and would
loVe to find a pen pal. Can;you help me?
R. A..
ANSWER: Heartline has started a
pen pal club for people in America over
50. Thi:s club haa now been running forsae
refused to cross their palms with cash.
The question arises: In such cases,
who is the villain - the briber or the
bribee?
"Openly greedy bureaucrats were
not the only problem the age of big
government produced. Soon after the
French Revolution, philosophers
warned that any concentration of
governmental power forces all
segnunents of the populationW look to
the politicians for the survival and
their economic success.
"A lot of 'capitalist corruption' was a
result of such newly-powerful gover-
nment. 'Pull' replaced the rewards of
the marketplace. Taxes in America
were raised-drastically to pay" for the
army of public employees that supplied
electoral support. G. W. Plunkett,
despotic boss of New York at the turn of
the century, praised the-spoils system
as a way of providing 'full em-
ployment.'
'In our own time, many new federal
programs - urban renewal, hogging
projects and loan, rent control, labor
policies, 'consumer protection' and
'environmentalism,' to name a few -
have led to widespread graft. Powerful -
seekers at favors and governmental
monopolies. are rewarded, especially if
they use a socialist rationale to protect
their power or be given an advantage
over their competitors.
-So long as a governmental agency
makes thousands of economic and
financial decisions, regulations, pur-
chases, and giveaways, for which other
must pay the price, bribery will be
- - rant •
You can't bribe a man who pays his
own bills, you can only give him a
perfectly ethical) discount. But you
can, quite profitably, bribe the
government which acts as trustee of its
• staoxypearyiegrsn.4 funds and the people's
In the 'Soviet Union today, where
there is no 'profit motive,' bribery is a
way of life. The victims don't complain
about it, they rely on it for survival.
One's job, apartment, andcial status
- and sometimes one's very life - 
being at the disposal of the State, are
most easily protected through bribes."
Mr. Tausch's observations point to
the truth that the long-term solution to
corruption in government is to bruit the
power of big government. Will the 95th
Congress take that basic action to
prevent corruption in the future?
more than two years and has many
thousands of members.
For more information and an ap-
plication form, please write to Hear-
dine American 60 Club, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria Ohio
eitiseas -*RI-receive-463W Please send e -
addressed stamped envelope.
HEARTLINF: My local .church
group has „many elderly-people in it,
surne; of whom, _may _.lie eligible for
Supplemental Security ha-vote
benefits. Would it be possible to have a
Social Security representative talk at
one of our church- meetings about
Supplemental Security Income? N. R.
ANSWER: Definitely. Social Security
has made many efforts to reach those -
who might be eligible for Supplemental
Security Income_ and welcoine any
opportunity to talk with those who could -
benefit from the program..Contact your





Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The unusually cold temperatures of
recent days can be extremely
dangerous, especially for small
children.
A case in point occurred in Mayfield
this week where prompt action by'
school officials may have averted a
winter tradgedy.
According to Max Workman, prin-
cipal of a Mayfield elementary school;
a little girl in the first grade suffered nn 
apparent ill effects feom exposure in
temperatures about five below zero in
spite of "becoming too tired to walk" to
school. -
Workman, who lives on Rt. 1,
Murray, said the girl and her brother,
who is a third-grader, started walking
to school from their home south of
Mayfield. Shortly before she arrived at
school, the little girl told her brother
that "she was too tired to walk the rest
of the way."
The, brother reportedly left his sister
and continued to school. When he
arrived, the boy failed to mention his
sister's condition. A luncheon worker at
the school overheard the boy tell
another youth about his sister. This
school employe notified school
authorities and the boy was directed to
go find his sister.
Workman said the youth returned to
school with his sister "within two
minutes" and the little girl was at-
tended to by school officials.
Parents should instruct their children
to go dirrcUy to school without any
uhnecessary delays during the severe
weather: Workman urged.
0-4-0
Columnist Paul Harvey says one of
Isn't It
The Truth
• It is not entirely true tBat Congress is
-an-aSsociation--of-hypoc-riteg-Onlsortie—
of the members of the species
Potomacus Exoticut say blielhing and -
do another. The rest of them say it and
don't do a thing.
Bible Thought
Therefore shall ye observe all my
statutes, and all my judgments, and
do them: I am the LORD. Leviticus
19:37.
C.,od provides for our journey
thro"olh life He has given us His





pu i every a ternoon except
Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
I by Murray Newspapers, Inc . 103 N4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071---- Setsmd-tlaSsr l'OStlip- -Paid ' .at
Murray:Ky.- 420'71.-- -- --- ' -----
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In
areas served by carriers. $2.50 per
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in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield,. Sedalia and .Far-
mington. Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15 00 per year
By mail to other destinations, $30 00
per )ear
Member of Associated Press. Ken-
tucks Press Association and
Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
the problems with our welfare program
is. that it costs too much. for ad-
ministration. He says the Bureau of the
Census says there are 25 million poor
people in the United States, and that In
the last 10 years the cost of social
welfare programs in the U. S. has in-
creased by $120 billion.
"If we had just dividedthe $120 billion
among those 25 million poorpeople, we
.couidhave_givea-eaeh---of them $4,488.
For a family of four that would amount
to $19,200," Harvey writes.
But he says it went instead to social
frid.nOitistraturs._ 'assisttnt ad-
ministrators, assistant assistant ad-
ministrators, planners, counselors, and
so forth.
There is no program that will ad-
ministrate itself. But the welfare
program would cost far less and would
do far more good if most of .the ex-
pensive salaried "experts" were taken
off the payroll and the job left entirely
up to the qualified and dedicated social
workers who are in the field.
They come face-to-face with the
individuals and families who need help
the most. They could do a much better
job on a lot less money if we could get
rid of the fat-cat bureaucrats who draw





The Capri Theatreopened last night
with Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis of-
ficiating at the formal opening. "Texas
Across The River" was the opening
movie shown.
Charles Perry was inducted into the
U. S. Army in the January draft call
from Calloway County, according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams, Chief .. Clerit ..01.
Local Board No. 10 of the Seleetiee
Service 
Deaths reported include Mrs. Her-
man Geurin, age 77, and Mrs. Lucy
Cleaver Miller, age 89.
The amount of $372,000 has been
approved' by the Kentucky • Property.
and Banking Commission for the
development of Kenlake State park.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard L. Vaughn, Jr., on
January 17.
Sharon Norsworthy was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls at
the meeting held at the Masonic Hall.
20 Years Ago
The Rural Telephone Association will
begin construction in Murray on a dial
telephone system which will serve the
Lynn Grove and Harris Grove com-
munities in Calloway Count), ac-
cording to W. L. Parr, general manager
of the association.
-at s reporte inelude Tom Treas,
age 76, and Mrs. Mary Lee Cope, age 82, .
both on January'17.
Prentice Lassiter'. director of pupil
personnel-for the-Murray.4.4ty-fsehoels,-- = -
spoke on his work at the meeting of the
Murtay Rotary' Club. He was in-
troduced by Karl Warnung.
Edgar Shirley, owner of Shirley
Florist, has announced he will open a
- nursery department in connection with
his regular florist bu.siness.
Dr. R. T. Skinner, formerly of
Murray, editor of the. Western
Recorder, i{entucky Baptist wkly
paper at Louisville, has requested





Q: Mrs Lt," ...age 33 and
mother of live children. asks
about :the rhsability, safety and
any ill effects OP her sit,x life of
having her tubes divided She is
considering the operation that is
done through an instrument in-
serted thmueit the abdominal
wall
am wire that ou art
referring to the sterilization pro'
cedure done through a
..,..laparerempe The laparcscope is
inimduced through a small inci-
sion usually made below the urn-
Each of the tubes is lo-
cated, clipped and cut
This operation is growing in.
poptilarity because the disability
is minimal. requiring kw time
By FJ L Blasingame, M D
away from home or wortc The
procedure is safe and effective
(permanent) when done by an
experienced surgeon-
A recently reported survey of
IV women who had this opera-
tion performed at Massachusetts
General Hospital indicated that
86 per cent were satisfied with
their stecistile. and 94 Retent
said they would have made the -
same Choice again Ajesit_regrel•
tett their decision to have the
operation for a variety of
reasons
The procedure usually has no
III effects on a woman's sex life.
It might he enhanced because
the fear of prignancy is
removed
. Your inquiry may mrfror
some degree of Indecision and
concern These shoukl be dis-




Q: Mrs V H writes that her
husband has heart. trouble and
that he has been placed on a
low-salt diet She wants to know
"If it edit) nght for him to drink
.artificially softened water
A. A low-salt diet means me
low in sodium Sodium is the
cherilical that causes swel,ling or
edema in heart patients, and it
has to be restricted
Softening of water replaces
the calctum and magnesium
salts with sodium occasionally,
municipal water plantts also in,
creasi• the soditico content of
drinking Moir Is treating the
water Whether stair tkishand
can tolerate the aoftened water
depends on. theAseserity of. his
heart conditi6n and how well his
kid ney-s are Tunctiorliig
It would be desirable to have
your water (ester' for sodium
content If it • is over 20
milligrams per quart, distilled
water is usually preferable If
you have not done so. you should
discuss the problem with sour
physic lan..11. IS. good.to.remem
her that certain fonds (such as
coeis milk) normally contain
small amodrits of cortturn
•
Persons Walk Across
Ohio; 1st Time Since '48
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP—the bullhorns blared
wafflings as a young mother
led her three children onto the
frozen Ohio River to join at
least a dozen others who dared
the ice to support them, but
the advice was ignored.
"We've told them there's no
way they can be rescued if it
oreaks," a Jefferson County
police officer said Tuesday,
but they just won't listen!'
People strolled leisurely on
the ice, some stopping at
midstream to examine their
footing before continuing to
the  Indiana shoreline, but
some children ran across
-1. without interruption.
It was the first time since
1948, whep. river ice was
reported 12 inches thick here,
----that it has been possible to
walk _across a -frozen Ohio
River 
.Our helicopter couldn't
take off today," the. police
officer said, "so if the ice
--breaks:there's nothing We can
The river was reported
freezing bank-to-bank bet-
ween Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Cape Girardeau, Mo., but the
main channel m the middle of
the river has been broken
open by tows, pushing barges
through the ice.
If you look real close you.
can see fissures where the ice
has been broken, then froze
back together,"_ said Chuck
Schumann, a spokesman for
the Army Corps of Engineers.
You can't tell—when
might step in the wrong place
and be in a world of hurt."
Schumann said the average
depth of the ice in the pools of
the Ohio River is six inches,
."but. the .National Weather
Service says that could in-
crease another two or three
inches in the next 2 hours to 48
hours. We've got one report of
nine inches of ice near Pitt-
sburgh," Schumann added.
"The problem you've got in
saying there's nine inches of
ice is that it may be that thick
99 per cent of the way across,"
-Schumann warned, "but there
may be one place where it's an
inch thick."
Schumann said Ohio River
barge traffic is in a real
slowdown." He Said traffic is
-making very little headway
and there are increased
reports of tows tying up and
saying 'We just can't make it,'
or actually getting locked into
the ice."
Schumann said only one tow
• had passed through the
McAlpine Locks and .Dam
here since midnight Monday.
"People call and want to
know where the easiest _place
is to walk across the • river,"
Schumann said. "That's when
I tell them I don't have any
information," he added._
"The majority of the people
don't realize there is a very
strong current in the river,"
Schumann continued, "and if
you went in, you would come
up under the ice downstream
and with the water and air
temperature like it is—in
three to five minutes you
would he unconscious from
exposure. 
_
"If something happens W
somebody, someone will be
asking 'why didn't the Corps
of Engineers or county police
do something to stop people
from walking on the leer,'
Microlert Saves
Lives Of Wearers -
LOS ANGELES AP)
Katherine Held felt the pest
pains and knew she tvas
having a heart attack — she
had already suffered four. She
squeezed the pendant around
her neck and within minutes,
paramedics arrived at her
home to give her emergency
aid.
kirk. Held, 61, now
recovered, is one of more than
a thousand persons who wear
one-ounce transmitters,
slightly larger than a pack of
matches, around their necks
or on their wrists.
The device, which leases for
$20 a month, allows a user to
set off a series of prerecorded
telephone messages to
paramedics, neighbors or
police by triggering a
separate sending unit that is
kept plugged into a standard
telephone jack.
Heart patients, disabled or
elderly persons, shopkeepers
worried about robbers or
anyone else who may need




national of North Hollywood.
"It's saved my
wouldn't be without.the thing.
All Ithave to do is pull on that
little button and I've got
paramedics and everybody
else here." .
Tom Cataldo, the 5I-year-
old president of 1+4SI, said he.
founded the firm 'three yedrs
ago After his mother suffer
an attack and lay alone for
several hours in her Boston
home before help came.
"There is often no way to get
help in these situations other
than by having something on
your person," Cataldo said in
an interview. "It just seemed
like there ought to be a way for
people in that situation to get
help, so I decided to chuck it
all and get involved in this. I
had an engineering
background and figured I
could do something more
useful with my life."
Today, Cataldo's firm has
the potential to produce as
many as 10,000 Microlerts a
month. The device can trigger
its sending unit within a range
of about 100 feet, setting off as
many as 50 phone calls to
preselected numbers,
although_Cataldo said five or
than once," said Mrs. Held. "I sufficient.
Alaskans Basking In One
Of Warmest Winters On Record
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
— The Anchbrage . Hockey
Association had to cancel its
games Tuesday — ice on the
outdoor rinks melted.
While many of the lower 48
states shiver in a deep ikeeze,
Alaskans are swapping
parkas and mukluks for
Sweaters and street shoes and
basking in one of the warmest
winters on record.
Instead of skidding on. icy
sidewalks, urban ..Alaskans
are jumping 'puddles or
- dodging splashes' from
passing vehicles.
Temperatures in
Anchorage, the state's largest
city, were running 20 degrees
above normal. The highs here
on Sunday and Monday, both
in the low Ms, wiped out
records set 43 years ago.
. On Tuesday, only two
Alaskan stations reported
readings in the sninus rang—
Barrow at 4 and Northway at
12.
It's like a summer vacation
for` many of the 14,000 Air
Force, Navy, Army, Marine
and National Guard personnel
bete to take part in "Jack
FrOst 1977," an annual 'joint
- -military cold weather combat
exercise.
"Hey, guys, it's warmer
here than on the East Coast,"
said one Leatherneck reserve
arriving from Albany, N.Y.,
bundled in heavy clothing
designed to ward off the biting
subarctic temperatures he
expected. The low tem-
perature at Albany, home of
Company A ' of the 1st Bat-
talion of the 25th Marines,
Was 6 on Tuesday. .
But at Fairbanks, the
nearest city to the maneuver
area, the mercury dipped only
to 2 above.
At Prudhoe Bay on the -
birren North Slope bordering
the Arctic, winter tem-
peratures of 50 and 60 degrees
below zero are common. But
on Tuesday the low at kudhoe
was a nice, round zero.'
In Fairbanks, Managing
Editor G. Kent Sturgis of the
Daily NewsMiner com-
mented:
We told our readers last
October that we were going to.
quit sending our
photographers out to take
pictures of the bank tem-
perature sign showing it 40
below.. We .said instead we
would run pictures of beaches
in Hawaii and Mexico. We
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Cancer Society Asking For
Removal Of Testing Controls
NEW YORK (AP) The
American Cancer Society is
asking Congress to remove
control over the testing of new
"anticancer drugs and
combinations of drugs from
the Food and Drug
Administration and give the
authority to the National
Cancer Institute.
"It would seem that .only
legislation can tie down the
point that cancer patients are
different from others," the
society gays in a letter to Rep.
Paul G., Rogers, chairman of
the House subcommittee on
health and environment.
The cancer society's action
is the latest development in a
growing controversy between
some of the nation's leading
cancer researchers and the
FDA. 
The researchers Contend
that the FDA is needlessly
delaying the approval of drugs
elinicel—eae-- in- human
patients by an overcautious
concern about safety in the
cancer patients.
The FDA counters that it is
simply following laws and
regulations designed to
protect the rights of the
patient.
"The cancer patient has the
same right to protection as
anyone else," says Dr.
William Gyarfas, director of
the FDA's Division of
Oncology and Radiophar-
maceutical Drug Products in
the Bureau of Drugs.
The cancer researchers
take a different view.
'It is not bad to go to clinical
trials early when life is ebbing
away," says Dr. Vincent J.
DeVita Jr., who is in char& of
drug testing at NCI:
'The - titvanted "-tifitCer-
. patients are simply a different
population than normal people
who might benefit from a new
drug," Dr. DeVita say.
'Ninety per cent oLthose with
advanced metastatic ( widely
spread) cancer will be dead
within a few months or a year.




country interviewed by The
Associated Press agreed they
would like to see the NCI take
charge of development
experimental drugs in non-
• proftt cancer centers.
They include Dr. R. Lee.
Clerk, who is one of the three
members of the President's
Panel on Cancer, as well as
president of the American
Cancer Society and president
of the University of Texas
Cancer Research System.
ThiS controversy, sim-
mering for a year or more
now, has cOffit 10 a bill roVef
proposed new FDA controls
over combinations of drug?.
This form of tree_ tment_L tn.
"Ittr=se- Of tWO or mart-




good results in the treatment
of leukemia and breast can-
cer. The separate drugs hit
cancer cells at different
stages of their development
for a better total effect.
The FDA officials say that
each drug has a toxic or
undesirable side effect of its.
own, and they are worried that
the combination may add up
to more harm than expected
from each drug alone.
Combinations, then, Would
have to be tested for a year or
more in animals before being
tested in humans to look for
toxicity.
have two of the most
 tg-ucends1etidS ive-
hd in 25 years, and , I can't
begin work on them," says Dr.
Emil Freireich of the M.D.
Anderson Hospital in Houston.
Don Williamson Is
'Trooper Of The Year'
LOUISVII  API  —
Donald E. Williamson, a
Kentucky State Polite frnoper
-stationed at Hazard, has been
named Trooper, of the Year for
1976.
The youngest man ever' to
receive the award,'
Williamson; 26. was honored
Tuesday night at a dinner
sponsored by the Kentucky
Petroleum Council and the
Kentucky State Police.
Detective Trooper Thomas
E. Hadley, 34, of Columbia,
was named first runner-up for
the award.
A native of South Chicago,
Ind., Williamson joined the
state police in 1971 and was
assigned to Perry Cotinty.
According to a Petroleum
Council news release,
Williamson was instrumental
in breaking up an interstate
autci,theft ring in Perry and
imme.staix
superior, Capt. James A.
Gray, commander of Po-st tj
at Hazard, praised the of-
ficer's' ibitiative" and -know
how.'
Troopers- at each of the 16
state police posts, in addition
to criminal investigation and
driver licensing personnel,
-SeleCted noniinies. - --
A panel of top state police
officials reviewed records of
the nominees and conducted.
interviews before selecting -
the winner and runner-up.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
January 19, 1977
Kentucky Purcha.se Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Bu Inc Stations
' Gdts steady .25 lower Sows stead!, 1 50
Seven persons were indicted lower full decline on wts oversoo
and 
-- 
.17 „hi ctes . were us 1-2200.2.301/as- . -S3S1-.5.40-Q0Jaw 413..:>_-- -_--
US 1-3 200-2401Ni --
recovered in connection with US 2-4 240-260 Ills ^ -138 ;5-14 50




Williamson is credited with us 1-2 270-350 lbs 112'00- 33 00
recovering 51 Stolen vehices us 1133°45°Ibe - 113 un-35 reUS 1-3 450450111s-- 1.1.5 00-15 50
valued at more than P0O,000 us2-3so0-sooms $..11 fon ob
last year. - - ----;-- 'Bowl 17 00-18 00
PENNYR1LF TOURS FOR 1977
Price includes transportation and hotel ac-
commodations. Admission and food only if noted.
BARGAIN FLORIDA STUDENT TOUR •
April 11-11 Daytona fleadi-S1 Angestme-Marineland-Onney World
$105 per person ft to a room) S130 per iierVA (1 le a room)
550 per person (child under 11 sharing a room niffi tyre adults)
April 30 Optyland USA and Gang Ole Opry Nashville fens $17.00








New York Theatre Tour -
Hawaii TOW-All Four Islands,
Pacific Northwest, Yellowstone
(median Rockies. 6110V Park
Naito by Al,
California, Yosemite and Golden West











Itsly, Arstria. Germany, Holland England
September 29-Oct. 9 New England States $302.00
October 15-16 Eastern Ky -Kentucky Slate Parks $95.00
October 21, 21 13 Smokies Tour • $80.00.
ONE DAY TOURS
Dec-10 (Whew! and Belle Meade Mansion $1 4.00
Aug 11 My Old Kentocky Howe $1 5.00
\And Stephen Foster Story
1Oct 29 Dinner Thine, losisvilk, Kr $22.00
For complete itinerary, call
avtit Illockwood
,Toiar Representative Pennyrilf Tours
753-3934, 753-2827 or write 103 S..8% St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Ilk NOOKS NIUE 103101 COWS MOM OPIUM
-A. -
S
0, It, IN, WE, :JUI J'
A LITTLE ROUGH—Larry Schaper (34) nachos over Marc Darnell of the Laker: in a rebound
battle while Greg Schwinghammor (22) of the Marshals tries from the other side. The game was
full of contact, super defense and some deadly shooting, particularly by Tommy Futrell of the
Laker:.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Maravich Scores 44 Points,
Jazz Break Six-Game Streak
By ALEX SACHARE
Al' Sports Writer
"When you've been down as
long as we have, -you have to
use your brains to get back,"
said Pete Maravich. -Tonight
we began to do that."
The New Orleans Jazz Used
their brains, plus 44 points by
Maravich and a solid 
rebounding effort led by Ron
Beliagen, in snapping a six-
game losing streak, beating
College Scores
the Boston Celtics 99-89. It was
the Jazz' first game back in
the Louisiana Superdome
following an eight-game road
trip.
-We finally played smart
basketball," said Jazz Coach
Elgip Baylor. "We played
tough defense and good of-
fense and I only wish we could
play like that all the time."
Elsewhere- in-the National.
Basketball Association,' the
Los Angeles Lakers edged the
Kansas City K-tags 113-111, the
Cleveland ravaliers beat the
Milwaukee Bucks 101-93, the,By The Associated Press
EAST Houston Rockets .defeated the
Boston U 777 Va. Corn- Chicago Bulls 103-85 and the
monwealth 72 Golden State Warriors
Connecticut 76, New Hamp- trimmed the Denver Nuggetsshire, 56
Cornell 73, RPI 67 107-101.
Curry 53, Coast Guard 51
• Georgetown 69, Holy Cross 65
Lafayette 91, Columbia 74
Navy 68, Catholic 60
Penn St 74. Delaware 73
Providence 82, Rhode Island
71
Seton Hall 72. Fordham 57
Wesleyan 64, MIT 49
Williams 50, Yale 48
SOUTH
Furman 75, Jacksonville 65
Virginia Union 88, Delaware
St 70 • ,
William & Mary 79, E Caro-
lina 54
Creighton 84, Centenary 62
Kansas 73, Iowa St 62
Mirquette 62, Drake 60
Notre Dame 98, Stonehill 70
SOUTHWEST__
Arkansas 62, TCU 45 '
Houston 95, Texas 81
SMU 75, Baylor 71, OT




Mayer scored the first major
upset of the $100,000 Baltimore
International Indoor Tennis
Championships, defeating
fifth-seeded Tom Okker of The
Netherlands 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
HOBART, Australia —
Rayni Fox of the United States
defeated Cathy Griffiths of
Tasmania 6-3, 6-3 in the
opening round of the
Tasrftani-an Open Tennis
Championship. •
Maravich scored 17 points in
the first quarter, staking the
Jazz to a 30-25 lead and Boston
never caught up. John
Havlicek led the Celtics with-
28 points. Center Dave Cowens
continued his comeback with
10 points and 11 rebounds,
again in a reserve role.
"We lost the game in the
first half on the boards," said
Boston Coach Tom Heinsohn,
whose club was outrebounded
61-44, wita-Rabagea grabbi
14 rebounds for New Orleans.
"We did not run well at all
tonight. Heck, we didn't even
trot well."
"."-• Lakefi 1
Los Angeles erased a 12-
point deficit and edged the
Kings as Kareem Abdul-
Jabber scored 14 of his 36
points in the final period. A
three-point play by Johnny
Neuniaan - put the Lakers
ahead to stay with 4:03 to play,
then a free throw by Neumann
with three seconds left capped
the scoring.
Rockets 103, Bulls 85 /
Calvin' Murphy scored 25
points and Rudy' Tomjarlovich
21 for the Rockets, who are
four percentage points ahead
of Cleveland in the race for the
Central Division lead. Houster)
broke open the game with 10.
straight points during the
third period, six by Tom-
janovich.
Cavs 101,,Bucks 93
Cleveland led by 14 points at
halftime and 21 during the
third period, then withstood a
late Milwaukee comeback
effort. Austin Carr topped the
Cavaliers with 22 points, 15 in 
the first period.
. Warriors.107,Nuggets 101 :
Rick Barry's two free
throws with eight seconds to
play nailed down, Golden
State's victory. Barry led the
Warriors with 26 points .and




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Who says there isn't
anything to do around this
area in the winter? -
There was a Broadway
production Tuesday night in
Jeffrey Gyinnasliun. It was
called "That's En-
tertainment." -
It featured a cast of two
basketball teams, two fired-up
coaches and some fired up
fans. The star was Tommy
Futrell.
Playing the lead role,
Futrell almost single-
handedly carried ,the
Calloway County Lakers to a
62-57 win over Marshall
Coarity in what, before the
game, would have had to be
considered as a mild upset.
However, the _ way the
Lakers played, it wouldn't,'
really be fair, toliay it was an
upset.
There was just about
everything in the game.
— In the first quarter, the
Lakers hit almost everything
they shot as they raced to a 24-
17 lead. Both teams ran up and
down the floor almost as
quickly as an electric meter
runs in this type of weather we
are now suffering through.
— There was physical
contact, boy, -was there
physical contact. In fact,'to be
honest about the matter, the
game got out of control on,
more than one occasion.
— More than anything else,
there was defense. In par-
ticular, there was defense by
the Lakers. Calloway played
an intimidating-. zone defense
and for much of the night, ran
a- tough 'press that torced
numerous Marshall County
,floor errqrs.•
— There Was also- con-
troversy. With the Lakers
leading 43-42 and less than two
minutes left in the third :-
period, Larry Schaper of the
Marshals hit from under the
basket. Although nobody
noticed it at the time, Mar-
shall Cofinty was credited -with
four points on the scoreboard.
At: the end of the third
period, the scoreboard showed
the Marshals with a 48-45-lead.
!jut someone caught the
mistake and there was a long
discussion before the action
finally resumed in the fourth
period.
But more than anything
w •
ON THE DRIVE—Tommy Futrell of the takers drives the wing
and hits for two of his 30 points while teammate Glen Olive
watches as does Greg Sdtwingbaanner of the Marshals.
Storewide Clearance Sale
Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off
All 
Sale Ends Feb. 5 
Athletic Shoes Up to 40% Off
On Select Styles of...
Puma, Nike, Adidas, Converse „Pro Keds, Bata, Tretorn, Spot Built.
All Shoes at least 10% ofAincluding the Converse All-Star
••
Dc12J§011-11UNT SPORTING _ROODS
else, there was Futrell.
• "Futrell Viaa lofting them in
from the raners," said
Marshall County coach Rick
Leeper.
"He had a super game. I felt
like we had a hand in his face
and had him _contained, yet he
still got the shot off and yet,
his shots still went in the
basket," Leeper added.
Futrell was deadly. From as
far out as 30 feet, he hit
nothing but net. And from the
free throw line, he hit 10 of 10.
Calloway County won on
guts. Leading scorer Mike
Wells played only 6:30 of the
entire game. He had three
fouls in the first four minutes
-of-the game and played a little
over two minutes' during the
second half before fouling out.
The Lakers had led by as
much as nine points in the first
half before ...the Marshals
closed it to 37-34 at in-
termission and of course going
into the last period, the
Marshals led 46-45 when the
scoreboard was corrected.
Futrell slammed home a 20-
footer with 6:54 left to give the
Lakers a 47-46 lead. Seconds
later, he countered with a
bucket off the break and the
Lakers were up by three.
The three-point lead held
until when with an even
minute left in the contest
Marsha I _ ..County, ..ceuter—W
George Phelps hit from 10 feet
to cut the Laker lead to one
point at 58-57.
The Lakers took the ball into
the deep freeze. With Futrell
and ,Randy McCelloa doing
most of the ballhandling, the
Lakers appeared to be in good
shape with the stall. But with'
22 seconds left, the ball
'bounced oft, -McCallon's foot
and flew out of bounds.
Marshall County took a
timeout.
"We were gaing to go with a
regular play, we didn't have
any tricks planned," Leeper
kaid.
""We wanted to get the ball
to Jeff Copeland and if he
didn't- have a shot, take it
baseline to Phelps," Leeper
said.
"We wanted to drop back on
defense," Calloway coach
Robert Slone said.
-We wanted to just fall back
and pick up the ball and let
everybody else play loose. If
they missed, we didn't want
them to get a second shot,"
Slone added.
Marshall County didn't
mitts-. -They didn't even -get a
shot _off_ After the ball had 
been thrown inbouncis, Futrell
came up with a steal near the
top of the circle.
"It was my fault. I had the
wrong man at the point,"
Leeper said.
With 10 seconds left, Futrell
was fouled. He calmly hit the
one-plus and the Lakers led 60-
57. Marshall County went
down and missed a shot and
the Lakers rebounded. With no
time left-showing on the clock,
Futrell threw in two more free
throws to give the Lakers the
final five-point margin.
On the boards, the Lakers
were murdered 59-29. How
then did Calloway win?
itb . super defense,_ par-
ticularly from guard Glen
Olive who had numerous
steals in the game and con-
verted a couple for key
baskets in the final period.
To say the least, it was the
best defensive effort all
season by the Lakers against
ohe of the best teams they've
played.
"With Wells.out, it hurt our
defense.. We would have
pressed a lot more with hint in-
the game," Slone said.
"Futrell had his best game
I've aver sew him play. I
thought Jim*, Lamb was
below par offensively but
Olive had a fair game. Randy
McCallon- works hard and is
always trying but 4 missed a
couple of layups that could
have put it out of reach."
For a team that was 5-20 last
year with only two starters
back for a nucleus, the Lakers
are now 9-6 on the season and
you would think Slone would
High School Poll
'LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are the voting break-
downs and records of teams in
this week's Associated Press
high s.huoltaskethall 
Kentucky Top 10
By The Associated Press
1.Lou Ballard (943)(14) 148
2.Ashland (10-0)11) 133
3.Lex Totes -Creek (7-21 100-
4.Erlanger Lloyd (8-1) 98
5.Lou Iroquois (7-2) 90
6.Elizabethtown (7-01 88
7.Lou Trinity 9.4) 77
8.Christian Co 16-21 54
9.Shelby Co 9-21 31
10.0wensboro (10-11 30
Acquire Center
BUFFALO (API — The
Buffalo Braves hope they have
ended their search for a shot-
blocking, rebounding center,
trading the lowest 9f their
three first-round choices in the
-.1977 -National Basketball
Association draft • for Golden
State's George Johnson.
The 6-foot-11i2 Johnson has
spent ,11-2. years in the league,
and helped Golden State win
the 1974-75 NBA title.
SKIING
SCHR U NS , Austria —
Switerland's ,Bernadette
Zubriggen won a women's
World Cup downhill race,
beating Evi Mittermaier of
West Germany by .36 seconds.
be quite pleased.
"I expect more. I expect a
kit more. They've shOwn me -
what they can do. We had a
super game tonight in some
ways but on -the other hand:
everybody wasn't super of-
fensively:: Slone said.
For the Marshals, Greg Sch-
winghturuner scored 16 points
while Jeff Brendan, starting
for the first time this season,
added 14.
"Brandon had a super
game," Leeper said. -
"Since it was his first start,
we had to switch some people
around to different positions
and I think that may have hurt
us a little. We just have to
keep our heads up and.not get
down," "Leeper added. Mar-
shall County is now 5-6 on the
season.
-The Lakersiire4checluled to
play at home Friday against
Fguicy Farm. However, due to
the energy crisis, the game, if
it is played at all, will have to
be held at Fancy Farm.
Saturday, the Lakers are to
play at Lowes.
"We may not be able to play
again until District Tour-
nament time," Slone said on
the way out of the gymnasium.
, "Well, at least we will have
had a winning season," he
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Cepoway 24 12 8 17-42
Radial Buy Of The Week At Low,
Low Prices Here's Your Chance To Gain TheAdvantages of True Radial
Construction At Remarkably
Low Cost
























$180 F E I and old tire
Whitewalls $3.50 more



































8 WAYS TO BUY • Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmencard • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
1"w
G op 10411•ifryEAR
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores.
No-Hassle Auto Service Values
lube & Oil Change
$488 Up to 5 oh of majorbrand 10(30 grade oil
• Complete chassis lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts &
smooth„quiet performance • Please phone
for appointment e Includes light trucks
Ask tot our Prei Battery Power Choc\
Engine Tune Up
$3
• Our mechanics elec-
tronically tine-tune your





,maintain a. smooth run
'sing engine • Includes
10atsun. Toyota. VW and
light trucks 47'
6 Cvl - Add $4










and rotors (does not include tear wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-Type: Install new brake lin-
ings all tour wheels • Repack front wheel







GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES .
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WATCH NEB CLOSELY—Even though Jaii Arent (35) of the Marshals is trapped with the ball,
the Laker girls are still watching desely. Arun, a deodly skeeter from the eirtside, scored 14
points. Defending for the takers are Felicia Pinner (10), Mina Todd (23), Susie Imes (11) and
Mimi Winchester fin corner).
(Staff Fleffies by Mike grendee)
Drake Coach Verbally.
Shoots Down McGuire
By ALEX SACHARE night. Among the Second Ten,
AP Sports Writer No. 15 Providence beat
Al McGuire went for a walk; neighborhood rival Rhode
Bob Ortegel thought he was Island 82-71 and No. 17
guilty of trespassing. Arkansas defeated South-
There were three seconds western Conference foe Texas
showing on the clock at Christian 62-45.
Drake's Veterans Fieldhouse, Lee led Marquette with 19
and McGuire's eighth-ranked points, 15 in the second half,
Marquette basketball team while Bo Ellis added /4,
was nursing a 62-60 lead, on including two key baskets in
Butch Lee's basket two the closing minutes. Drake, 4-
seconds earlier. Drake had 14, outscored Marquette 13-3
called a timeout, and during at the start of the second half
the stoppage, McGuire and led by as many as nine
strolled onto the court and points, but could not keep
positioned his players control.
defensively., Ken Harris and Gaither led
Ortegel, the Drake coach, Drake with 17 points each.
wanted the officials to call a , Providence fell behind 10-2
technical foul on McGuire for at the start but then got rolling
going onto the court — but against Rhode Island in
none was called. r raising its record to 10-2.
Three seconds later, after Bruce Campbell led the Friars
Napoleon Gaither's shot at the with 22 points.
buzzer had bounced off the Arkansas turned. is what
rim, Marquette had its 13th Coach Eddie Sutton called its
victory against three losses "best defensive effort of the
and Ortegel had a beef. year" in lifting its record to 13-
"I guess if you're Al 1 over-all and 5-0 in the SWC.
McGuire you're allowed to do Sidney Moncrief scored 17
things like that," Ortegel said points and Ron Brewer 14 for
angrily. "Those officials are the Razorbacks.
not men. iCwas iFasolutely In other games, Toby
gutless of them not to call a Knight scored 18 points,
technical." grabbed a career-high 16
McGuire demurred. rebounds - and blocked six
"I've been in the business 25 shots, helping Notre Dame
years, and they don't -call break a four-game losing
'technicals Tor things like .-sfreak with a 98-70 rout of
that," he said. But MeGuire Stonehill; Al Dutch scored 23.
did concede, "We were very points and grabbed 11
fortunate — in fact, lucky to rebounds, leading George-
town, D. C., past Holy
Marquette was the only Top Cross 69-65; Tony Hanson's 26
Ten team in action Tuesday points and 12 rebounds carried
Connecticut over New
Hampshire 76-56, and Bruce
Grimm scored 25 points in-
.cluding four in a 10-2 second-
half burst that helped Furman
defeat Jacksonville 75-65.
Also, Jeff Swanson's 23
points and 17 rebounds led
Southern Methodist to a 75-71
overtime' decision . over
Baylor; Creighton raised its
record to 12-2, beating Cen-
tenary 84-62 behind Rick
Apke's 19 paints; Stan
Mayhew set a Weber State
scoring record with 45 points
and hauled in 20 rebounds in
an 89-76 triumph over Utah
State, and Otis Birdsong
scored a season-high 43 points,
pacing Houston to a 95-81
victory over Texas.
Breaks Toe
BUENOS AIRES ( AP) —
Carlos Monzon of Argentina,
the world middleweight
boxing champion, reportedly
suffered a- broken toe on his
right foot playing soccer with
some friends Sunday.
Eat het, Mouzun reportedly
was planning to defend his
title againer Bennie Briscoe of
Philadelphia in May in Paris.
GENERAL
ROME — Italian soccer stat
Luciano Cecconi was shot to
death when he participated M
an ill-fated joke after entering
a jewelry store and an-
nouncing it was a holdup. He
was 28.
PUBLISHER'S COPY State Bank N.
r .....Consolidated Report of Condition of" Does Bank o Hasal -
. .
of Hamel , . in the State of. IttInt419k3/ and Domestic Subsidiaries ;It the close of
business on December 31, . 1976 . 
c
tAtANCE SHEET _ ASSETS . see lone co  eel thou .
1 • Cash m and d from banks C._ 7 -*-LIJ 9 1
2 U S Treasury securdies 0 1 E 2 • 120
3 Obkgations of other US. Government agonies and corporations 11 2 E 300 . 3
4 Obegations of States and political subdivisens 13 3 E 1 . 02? • 4
5 Other bonds. notes !nil debentures 13 sl E Mona 5_
6 Corporate stock . . None 6
7 Tradmg afccrunt securities MOTS 7
'00lrafrafru'nds sold and uctioR.oa-Pord,..ad ond., ISto.trotnts to ....', 0 1
9 a LOOM.. Total (excluding unesened .ncorne) A AO It 9a
0 Len Reserve fOr pOlaolvl• can .01410% 6 0..
c LOOM. Net h 0.0 e
10 Direct lease financing
Ilona
__.. .
10, ...-II gem premises fu.nriare and ',RUM, and other assets reprenenting bank prern7SaS 121 11
13 Investments , unCOnSOlidated SUbt.dsar.OS and aflOciatad COrnpan,e1, BOG& 13
14 Cusionsers 1,ab.Irt3 10 Ms bard, on ifcceptenus outstandang





16 TOTAL ASSETS (turn of darns 1 diru 15) 9_165—
,
16
LIARIUTIES Scs As. Cot
17 Demand deposits of nut•welueis. Inftnersn'P. and cf:'?0'.f,on. F If A
113 Ten. and ton nn deposits of itidiridaals partnerships and corpontions F If 134•C







20 Deposrts of Stn., and polio., subdiviwons 3 Aell+C
_2_,
. 20
21 Depown %Biogfl F 4 A+11+C N 21Of 
gendornents and ofhtlai institutrons
22 DepoSets of COrnmerrial bank{ F 5+6 A+B+C





24 TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of stems 17 tnru 23)
• - .
a Total dimund depowts - F I A








25. Feder* funds purchaved and sactentots sold under egrownentsto minimises* E 4 Min . • . . 25
26' Other MOM,. for 00.117aed money MEM we . 26.
27. Afortget• indarAmll... EMI ..... 27
211 Acceptanon executed by of for account of Ms bans. and outstend.ng MIME • .. 25
29
30 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excludin( suboschneted notee-and ilMentures) '.. ' .9 3,3






32 Preferred BMA- • No ana.11outstanduig None
.
fen nese) _.. None .32
3 Common stock • No *hems luthented
• 0 No shares oAstanding Millinlh.iii. wow miser 30'1,3
34 Surplus 0 3,
35 Undivided profits-
--
36 Reserve tor contingencos ind other sawn! reserves Bono 36
37 TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL isurn of kerns 32 trini 36) 2 37
36. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of Rams 30, 31, and 37) 9 35
INDAORANCIA
I *vies., for 15 or 30 calendar days erelling voltis call daft'




b Iodine funds sold and womb. puicnased under agreements to nmii (coemponels to tiete 6 abovel OMB 100 e
O Total kens (corresponds to nem 9a Mon) MEM ...4
0 Tune deposits of $100.000 or rnen. (COrr•SpOntif to Annsorende It.,,. 3a plus 30 ben.) . •
Total deposrls (corresponds to tt000 24 above) ; WWI e
f Fadar•I lundll pairrnaled and seciertm sold Under agreements to renirchase (conesponds to 'tern 25 ewe.. .11111.111Tnil f
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• Trme certeestes of deposit in denometabons of $100 000 or more lin I I V 3.
: b Other tors deposits m wrosinte,of $100.000 on ,neng 10t o.1,
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Hot Free Throw Shooting By
Marshall Girls Sinks L.akers
By MIKE Bl(ANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Nobody lilies to lose. It
hurts.
Buttlaere are times when it
doesn't hurt too badly,
especially when you're beaten
by an outstanding team.
Such was the case before a
sparse crowd in Jeffrey
Gymnasium Tuesday night as
a talented Marshall County
girls' team handed host
Calloway County a 55-47 loss.
Marshall County was about
15 minutes late getting to the
game because of the snow.
And the Lakers probably
wouldn't have cared if the
Marshals hadn't have shown
up at all.
1r there -ha& been -ice
hanging on the backboards, it
would have melted because
the Marshall County girls
simply berried the nets-off -the -
goal: . •
Displaying great pale and
super teamwork, the Marshall
County girls hit just about
everything they shot from the
outside. But better than that,
they fired in 17 of 21 free throw
shots and that, more than
anything else, was the dif-
ference in the game.
The Laicer girls never led.
Rose Ross tied the score at 2-2
in the first minute of the game
when she hit a 12-footer. Jan
Arent hit a 15-footer and
followed with two free throws
and it vre,s a 6-2 game with the
Marshals in front.
From that point on, the
momentum belonged to the
Marshals. At the 'end of the
first periiod, Marshall County
held to a -slim 12-9 lead.
The Marshals hit the first
two* buckets • of the second
period to go ahead 16-9 before
Mina Todd hit a five-footer for
the takers to make it 16-11.
Then Sharon Smith, one of the
top players in the Region, hit
two consecutive baskets and it
was a 19-11 game.
During the remainder of the
half, the Laker girls outscored
the Marshals 10-4 and trailed
only 23-21 at intermission.
But by halftime, Rose ross
and center Felicia Pinner both
had three fouLs and that
simply meant, the I Akers_
would have to Stay" withthe
zone defense to stay out of foul
trouble.
In the third period, Critter
McKenzie was the op!): offense
the lakers had. She hit two 20-
foot set shots. But Marshall
County, content to work. the
ball for the good shot, was net
exactly burning up the world
on offense either. They scored
nine points and carried a 32-25
_lead into the final period.
Then in the last quarter.
Marshall County started
burning up the world.
Donetta Cothran hit a 15-
footer to open the period then
JaBennett followed with two
free throws and the Marshal's
were up 36-25.
With Marshall County
Big Red Machine Might
Fall Apart From Inside
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK ( AP) — All-
- star catcher Thurman Munson
announces out of the blue that
he may ask the New York
Yankees to trade him. He
wants what Reggie Jackson
got — $3 million for five yeart.
His battery mate, pitcher Ed the line" stances adopted also
Figueroa, is reported saying by Phil Wrigley of the Cubs,
that he ought to get as much as Walter 10'Malley of the
Don tiunett, who was Ik Dodgers, August Busch of the
up for $2 million. Cards and Don Grant of the
In- Cincinnati there are
ominous rumblings in the Big
Red Machine. Tony Perez, the
-team's RBI champ, is peddled
off to • Montreal. Catcher
Johnny Bench warns that
management can expect
strong demands from players
who carried the team to
consecutive World Series
championships.
Such reliables as Dave
Concepcion, Rawley East-
wick, Ken Griffey.and George
Foster are threatening to play
out their options. Pete Rose
has given them a sharp
dressing-down.




creating obvious unrest in the
camps of baseball's two most
successful franchises, raising
a series of foreboding-
questions:
Is the Big Red Machine,
which had just laid the first
stones of a baseball dynasty,
_piace-by-_piec&
demolition?
Are the New York Yankees,
who restored pride to the pin
stripes, about to blow it all
because of player greed and
inherent iealou:sies')
Are the Reds and Yankees
suffering the most damaging
impact from the unique free
agent re-entry draft which
saw 15 top players go on the
open market and sell their
services for more than $20
million?
Munson's comments "at a
sports dinner in' Hamilton,
Ontario, only added grist to
the mill of discontent sur-
facing not only with the af-
fluent Yankees but also in the
highly disciplined and nor-
mally tightly-knit camp of the
champion Reds.
What Munson said was that
owner George Stein brenner
had promise/la him the kind of
contract that the Yankee,
gave free. agent Reggie
Jackson. 'That's more than
four times his present $140,000
salary.-
Figueroa, who makes about
$50,000 a year, figures he will
be worth-10mm+ totheVanks-
as Gullett, who gets $2 million
for five years. Baseball has
reached; a hazardous state
where everybody wants the
-going rate — Which is slightly
above astronomical.
Bench and, Rose have taken
conflicting viewpoints, Bench
predicting a wave of free
agencies, Rose _arguing
"players want too much.",
Their boss, Bob .Howsam, has
a dislike for long-term con-
tracts.
Howsarn is one of the front__
men in the conservative "hold
Mets.
• The Yankees' Steinbrenner
is one of the "spenders," as
are-Gene Autry of the Angels,
Ted Turner of the Braves,
Brad Corbett of the Ranger,s
and Ray K roc of the lyres.
Battle Brewing
Over Hall Of Fame
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( API — There
is a battle brewing over
baseball's Hall of Fame and
the side door through which
many oldtimers have slipped
to gain admittance to the
Cooperstown shrine.
The Baseball Writers
Association of America an-
neumrsel results of_iLOiall of
Fame election today and then
prepared to do battle with the
Veterans Committee.
Representatives of the two
rroupS meet-in New York Jan:
29, two days before the.
veterans hold their °vim Hall of
'Fame election.
The problem, according to
the writers, is that the
Veteran's Committee has not
been 'as selective as it should
be in adding new members to
the Hall of Fame.
There was, for example, last
year's induction of Fred
Lindstrom; the old infielder.
In all of his. years of eligibility
on the writers' ballot, Lind-
strom had never received
more than seven, votes. The.. -
same thing was true of an
earlier Veteran's' Committee
inductee, first baseman Long
George Kelly, who never had
more than live votes from the
writers.
To gain admission to the
Hall of Fame in the writers'
election, a candidate must be
listed on 75 per cent of the,
ballots submitted. More than
400 ballots were sent to 10-year
members of the organization
this year.
One suggestion has been the
isitruduction • of a.- -second -
chance" ballot. That would
permit the Veterans Com-
mittee to suggest that the
writers take one more loOk at
,candidates who came close to
election but never qttite made
it in the regular electiqns.
leading 46-33 with 3:39 left in
the game, Rose Ross was
inured, receiving.* cut -ovtlr
the eye, and had to leave the
contest.
In the final half Minute Of
the game, the Lakers -out--
scored Marshall County 5-0 to
make the final score appear a
little bit closer than what the
game .really was.
Smith finished with 20 points
for Marshall County while
Arent Added 14 and Bennett
11.
For the Laker girls, Critter
McKenzie tossed in 14 points
while Pinner, who had a good
game on the board, added
eight.
"They are the best all-
around outside shooting team
LOST THAT ONE Todd (23) of the takers had the hall ,
but it flew out of her hands in a battle for a rebound. Laker
teammates in the picture include Marilyn McKanne (21) and
Susie Imes.
we've played this season,"
said Laker coach Marianne
Davis. -
"They hit about, everything
they threw up. We had to play
the zone becauitt we were in
foul trouble and it took away
from oighaaffensive tempo."
The Leiter girls had not
played a game since they
defeated Murray High back on
December 18 to win their own
invitational tourney.
"The long layoff affected us
extremely," Davis said.
"We had problems getting
our kids in to practice. Pinner
was only able to make It
practice once. I don't believe
we ever had our whole team
together for practice_
"I thought Critter came In
anitdid what I told her to. She
knew she had to score and she
„had a big burden on her
shoulders in trying to carry
the offense.
"Rebound-ense, I felt like
Pinner did a good job and
Stephanie Wyatt is coming
back well from her ankle
injury," lEYavis added.
The Laker girls, now 4-3 on
the season, are scheduled to
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2 1 4 5
2 1 3 5
.. 4 0 4 II
0 2 3 2
2 2 2 6
.7 0 1 14
1 1 1 3
2 0 0 4 -
20 7 11 47
12 11 11 21,-65


















































P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-6 Sunday
.........emesma




512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.










GROUND BEEF lb 794
Fields
BRAUNSCHWEIGER • • • lb- 694
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giniliALEs 15 oz 454
Van 
ilimil i mat BEANS 3/79'










 17 oz. 29
Florida Red
151/2 oz. 3/77t-I - GRAPEFRUIT
Red or White
'  J54 POTATOES
Ortego Old Fashioned Rickmans
TACO SHELLS 4" 47 SORGHUM
ILA
Joh ns o n s Coupon R20
Folgers
COFFEE






Banquet, Chicken, Beef, Turkey
POT PIES 8 ... 4/99'
ouii
r.ed
KEN  2 lbs. $189
Banquet - Salisbury Steak, Sliced Beef
COOKING BAG.... 5o.25
Florida
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More Violence Expected Today In Egypt Over Price Increases
CAIRO -CAPI -the
Egyptian government closed
schools and ordered out police
reinforcements in Cairo and -
Alexandria today in eit-'
pectation of more violent
protests against price in-
-creases. - -
---,Police said --at least 400
persons were arrested in
riot-Mg Tuesdayand blamed,,
the trouble on the Com-
munists.
Rhiki-clad security police
with helmets, metal shields
and batons took up positions in
Cairo early today. Schools and
universities were close', for
two -days in an attempt to
defuse the largest public
outburst in the capital in two
years.
In Alexandria, the port city
126 miles to the north, police
reinforcements patroled the
shipyards and docks where
rock-throwing demonstrators
injured 43 policemen Tuesday.
Heavy rains-helped calm the
situation there, reports said.
••••..E.. r-m- _ .....L• . • .   i• INIMMO,11,11111111111111111 ILI MLA
• • 111 IN a _ M_Im_m_1•__•_111_111 INLIIi_o_ 01_11 • • IP
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vLF 4 r I I I 1 1 • • a • • .111 E P-1 ez MI 92. al te at aril
I 41 _ILE _111, • II VI II 11.11 II
Crowds in, the two cities set
fire to seveital police stations
and hospitals Tuesday,. broke
windows of buses and trains
and damageli billboards.
The riots 6egan after the
g_overnment ended -7. price
subsidies on many Reins, and
prices went -up six to 11 per
cent, on food, gasoline,
1E12: 9  0 ;inn- ir
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It ars° slapped 25 to 100 per
cent import taxes on cars,
washing machines and color
television sets. Such luxury
items are on display in many
Cairo shbp.t but-only the Small
middle and upper classes can
afford them. -
The .Interior 'Ministry
char ed that Communists
Contains Diethyl
Ether, Will Spray




Frozen Doors & Trunks
L Wipers
stirred up unrest among the
workers in the Helwan iron
and steel works and students
at Mn Shams University.
These two groups met in
Cairo's Liberation Square and
"began to attack buses, trains
and _ cars with stones," the
ministry said.












canisters and smoke grenades.
at the rock-throwing crowds:
But there was no gunfire or
clubbing of the demon-
strators.
Prime Minister Memdouh
Salem issued a statement
appealing for understanding
of the government's Austerity • -
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cigarettes and other products.
The price of sugar,, for
example, went from 40 to 45
-cents a pound and gasoline
increased from 21 to 25 cents,a
gallon.
The government said it had
to cut its outlay on subsidieslo
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Funerals Kentucky Western Waterlands
Sirvices ,Ate Today To Sponsor Speedboat Races
For Jim Whitlock
• Funeral services fOr James
Dale - (Jirn Whitlock of
Murray Route Three are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
funeral Home with Bro. Lake
Riley officiating. •
Serving ,as pallbearers are
Dale Holland, Dock Boggess,
Claude Phelps,. Frank
ittherts, Charles M. Burkeen,
and Graves .Burkeen. Burial
Will be in The Temple Hill
Cemetery. '
Mr, Whitlock, age 95, died
Monday at 6:45 p.m: at the
Hilltop Nursing Home„ Kut-_
tawa. A retired farmer and a
member of the Friendship
• Church-of Christ. he was born
Noventher 26, 1881, to the late 
Billy and- Nancy Whitlock.
Survivors - include, one
daughter. Mrs. Mary Nobles,
Providence; son;--ftudy---
Whitlock, Trddyville; three
half brothel-s, Joe Towery,
myfield, 1 ae,y Towery.








Monday al 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His death at the age
--o6& followed-a. long illness.
Mr. McWherter was a-
- retired farmer and Carpenter
and resided on Route TeX,
Cottage Grove, Tenn. He was
a member of the Church of
Christ and of the Cottage
Grove .Masonic Lodge.
. Born November 17, 1911, in
Weakley County, Tenn.; The
---was-The-son-efLthe -late Pxecc 
Duke McWherter and Mamon
McWher,ter. _One. brother.,
Douglas McWherter,
preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
• Annie D. Webb McliVberter, to
whom- -he was married on _
April 18, 1931; one son; -Gene
B.. McWherter, Paris, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Fred
Keebler, Palmersville, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Dick Robinson, East
Detroit, Mich.; three grand-
children, Mrs. Janet Bomar,
--Mark McWherter; -and Hope
McWherter, and Paris, Tenn.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p.m.. at -LeDon -
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
-- Paris, Teri., with Bro. Garvin
Brundige and Bro. B. Ray
officiating. Burial will be in
the Henry County Memorial
Gardens.
Kentucky's Western
Waterlabil Voted 10 their
monthly Board of Directors-
meeting last Monday evening
to sponsor a two-day event of
speedboat races -on Lake
Barkley- over Fourth-81-July at 14 shows, and The KWW
weekend next summer. booth will be displayed at
Directors of the - tourist - travel shows in three market
promotion organization for cities.
Kentucky and BaFkley Lakes KWW Executive Secretary,
saw a slide presentation and Karen Cissell, reported that
heard a report qn previous the organization is sponsoring
races frOm Trigg County receptions for the news media
Thomas was assisted in his 
Several cit s during thedirector, Roger • Thomas. .in.
travel show season. She
presentation by guests Gary
Mize and C. A. Woodall III,
who answered-questions about Dr. Ryan Is
the races from the KWW
Board. -
The races  sponsored in the
past.by the Cadiz Rotary Club,
will be held at Blue Springs




Mize, .44000 purse will
gilarantee betvilei-a50-1M 300
drivers. Mize said in the past a
one-day race with 40 drivers
had :attracted over 3,000
meeting
A report:on travel shows in
whicfi KWW is participating
was alio given. President,
Nita Ewing stated that KWW
literature will be distributed
Re-Elected
To Society Board
Dr. Laverne C"-. Ryan, an
assistant professor in the
Department of Business'
_Education and -Administrative
81anigernent at Murray State
University, has been re.,
elected to the seven-member
board of directors of -the
spectators lathe event. National Council-of Pi Omega
The KWW Board also voted Pi, a national business honor
to explore a joint project with society.
the Paducah Tourist Corn- D. Ryan, who previously
mission to have plastic bags had served as editor of the
printed with a map 'of the organization's national
IONNY region °tune side .and publication, was re-elected- to
the Paducah symbol on the
reverse. The bags will be used
by KWW for promotion during





Warren C. Jewell, age 54,
died Monday at seven 'pm. in
Whitehall, Mich.
Survivors, include his wife,




Mich., Mrs. Beverly _
Cara-bridge, Ohio, .and Mrs,
Karen Smith; 'Buifort, Miss.; -
..• five 'grandchildren. • ' • • 
(Continued from Page 1.)
waft iiiittrthte-totat-prograrn
sisters. jrsy - 'Raytnond has been linalized, but to
( Mary ) McCuiston, New :include each project in a
Concord, Mrs. . Clarence letting aS, soon as it has been
I Christine) Rainsey, identified.
-114uskeoori, Mich., Mrs. Robert "In that way, the contractor
-4 Maude ) Steele 'and - Mrs. gets more advance planning
George:i Dorothy ) Black, both -time and we don't lose any
-'d Murray; four brothers, valuable working-days at the
Arthur B. Jewell and John H. beginning of the ( con-
Jewell, • both of Murray, struction ) season," he Sald.
Harold S. Jewell, Ferndale, Roberts went on to-say that
Mich., and - Floy H. Jewell, the new saved-days policy also
Hendersonville, Tenn is expected to work a savings
Furter-a-1 Services will be ' in construction costs as it
-held Thursday at 1: 30 p.m. at allowl for the sort of improved
the Clock Funeral Horne; planning-, bothhy the state and
Wpitehall. Mich., with burial the contractors, which
to follow in the Muskegon translates into greaterproject
-Cemetery, Muskegon, Mich. efficiency for everyone."
Among major contracts up
for bid in the January 20
letting is a second contract for
additional improvements
along Murray-Benton Road
- (1.J. S.- 6411 in Marshall and
Calloway Counties.
An earlier contract,
awarded during December to
J. R. Dawson Bridge Co. of
Bloomfield; Ind. and Jim
'Smith Contracting Co.- • Ot
Grand Rapids, -Mich., for. $4
drai age reconStruttion along
millr‘in, called or grading and
5.4 miles of US oil siuth from
the Marshall-Calloway County
line to' about orhalf mile
south of ; Carlton ;Road in
County. ' 1
shows.
Other business _included a
discussion of the need for
revision of the KWW by-laws.
Bud Heerde, treasurer, and
Carl Hamilton, vice-president,
both of Marshall County,were
appointed to a committee to





reported on a recent reception
co-sponsored with TVA's Land
Between-The Lakes. for 130
members of theAtsociation of
Great Lakes Outdoor Writers
in Chicago. Receptions are
else planned tor St;. Louis,
Nashville, Cincinnati,
Columbus, and Indianapolis...
Other business included a
vote by the Board to send a'
resolution to Kentucky
Transportation Secretary -
John Roberts-, stating KWW's
support of a proposal for
construction of an airport in
Trigg County.
Copies of the new 1977 KWW
Vacationer's Guide were also




Sick And Elderly May Soon Be
Able To Get Swine Flu Shots
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The sick
and elderly, to •whom influenza poses
the gravest danger, may soon be able to
get swine flu shots again, but a Ken-
tucky health official -predict-se light
demand , - -
Dr. Garlos Hernandez, Preventive
services director in the state Bureau for
Health Services, said Tuesday there
vdt1 be no more mass -clinics such as
e in which some 667,00 Ken-
tuckians got the shots before-theim-
munization prograin_was halted
narimiwidelast month.. _ _
Few people are getting flu of any kind
this winter; and with the reduced-risk of
exposure, Hernandez said he doubts the
program will gain momentum after the
one-month interruption.
The Federal Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta halted the shots to
investigate a possible connection with
Geithan-Barre syndrome, -a---rare"
paralyzing-disease _that usually
- temporary but can he fatal in some
Paul Ragsdale, Mrs. Sylvia
CorluaElkipsr,hOniaa
Lee; .hurreer--Dale -Cothran,
Mrs. Jewell McCallon, Carr
Lockhart, Mrs. Charles Lamb,
Alex Barrett, Harding
Galloway, John _Belt, Tans
Hopson, Edwin Vance.
Mts. Hoyt Roberts, John P.
Morgan, Ruble Taylor, Joe B.
Littleton, Truman Turner,
Randall Patterson, L. A.
Rowland, Ralph Harris, Dan
Bailey, Earl Douglas,
Milburn Evans, Jenne C.
earter, Edward Hale, Ben
B bukHo am W H
PAC
-Ann Nest-- Linda Wilson
Robert L -Hendon, Eddie
Clyde Hale, Douglas
Shoemaker, Della Boggess,
Mrs. J. .M. Venable, Eugene
itentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 3-.55.4, "eel, Mavis McCamish,
down-0..5. Lillian McClard, Mrs. Ross
Below-dam 305.5 down 0.1. Odle, Molena Armstrong,
Barkley Lake, 7 adf. 355.3, Frank Dibble, Michael S..,_nu, t lenge. e r CAW; and -Desiree-
Below dam 316.1, down 0.1. McGehee.




appears persons who get the-swine flu'
shots run a higher risk of developing
-the paralysis. "The -risk is about- eight; -
times-greatef if you fake the vaccine,"
ti!rn-andeszesaasoid.4The L 
- Very unlikely,
though, he said. "It is estimated that
you can expect one case of Guillian-
Barre to occur among eyery 200,000
persons who get the shot."
Of the 14 Kentuckians who have come
down with the paralysis since swine flu
vaccine became available, eight had
not receivedthe shots. -
A federal health committee now
recommends that. the moratorium be
-lifted to allow vaccination of persons in
high-risk' groupsi- sue* -as- the- eiderW
anid ronicallyA. 
_
The Advisory committee on
Immunization Practites said the risk of
-developing Guillian-Barre syndrome-if
inoculated, "particularly for the high-
risk population, is much lower than the
risk for influenza." •
Federal health officials in
Washington will decide whether to
ecummendatioe, mid
Hernandez expects word tilts week on
whether the shots will be given to adults
who request them.
If so, he said, the vaccine will be
available at local health departinents
around the state.
Hernandez said he Auld expect. . .
Jerry Clower To
Appear At Murray
Country humorist Jerry dower has
been scheduled for a special ap-
pearance at Murray State University
on Thursday, February 3, when he will
headline a two-hour variety show at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition,. ,Center sat .College Farm
Road.
Appeartng
Mississippi fertilizerieslesman who has
become the top reeord-selling country
"comedian -in the- -poonteyr and per-
forming as his  guests will bp 
Kentuckrgospel-singing groups the
Don Henley Quartet of Mayfield arid 
Darrell and His Chapelettes from
demand to be high if there Were an
outbreak of flu, since the risk of .cat- -
.ching it would outweigh the risk of
developing Guillian-Barre syndrome if
inoculated.
But officials have not confirmed any
cases of swine flu or A-Victoria"flu in
Kentucky this winter,- and reports of
4:•flulike illness - uppep • respiratory
illness" ha.4- -been "very low," Her.- _
nandez said.
Nunn To Be On
Campus This Month
Former Kentucky Gov. Louie B.
Nunn will be on the Murray State,.
--University campus Jan. 24 and 25 to
speak to political seience classes at the
university.
Dr. Paroult-Umar, -eltairman-of the
• . .
Clower, who won the title of "Comic
,ot The Year" from Billboard, Cashbox
and Record World magazines in 1973
and 1974, is rapidly becoming a national
personality by telling downhome -
stories that he perfected in 20 years of
selling fertilizer to farmers.
One of his best-known stories is about
Marcell Ledbetter, a pulpwood hauler,
who razed a country beer joint with a
chainsaw one July afternoon because
the proprietor first wouldn't Sell him a
cold soft-drink and then "went-and
tied h"
The dower Show will begin at 710 p.
m. and advance tickets already are on ,
sale at the Exposition Center, ac-
cording to till Cherry, the-director.
Advance student tickets are $2.00, while--
advance general admission tickets are
- 43.00 each-Tickets purehased ot the
'C door tbe night of the show will be $4.00,
Cherry said.
shots-being• sporrsoi ed by 'the
- Exposition Center.
Public Administration at the univer-
sity said. thf farm r
be the principat speaker at a meeting
-Monday night, Jan. 24*, discussing "The
Future . of the Republican Party in
Kentucky and the Nation." -
Scheduled for 7:30 p. m., the meeting
will be held in the auditorium of the
Special Education puilding on North
16th Street.
A native of Barren -County, Nunn
became the first Republican to be
elected governor 9f Kentucky in 24
years and only the seventh in- the
history of the Commonwealth in 1967-
when he defeated Democrat Henry
;Ward for the office by,28,000 votes.
The -1(Ftrner goyernor--atteri&43
Bowlmg Gren Business College, the
University of Cincinnati* • and the -
University of Louisville, where he
reeeivedhis taw degreeinI950.
Since being aneceeded as governor by
now U. S. Sen. Wendell H. Ford in 1961,
Nunnhaspracticed law in Lexington..
,A. sister, Mrs.' Edwin Strohecker,.
lives in. Murray, where her litisband is
chairman of the Department of Meaty
Sciences at Murray State.
,s1tv,k, 4t1tket
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by M_s_t of Michigan, ,..Corp.. of
Murray, reels Follows
Heublein Inc.. 31L., 4- ..
, McDonalds corp. - 50'. 4 4..
' Ponderosa Systems 6.. +L,
Kimberly Clark  41N +Is
reximaco 
Carbide.... k .. , 58'. ..-4-k.
.R. Grace ...... 4.. .1 . 30 -L.
'  .27. + La
GeneratE:lec. ........ ! . A .L.53's -..
GAP Corp _ 12As unc
Georgia.PaellIc ... ! .. :-.7-- --35.• - 44.
Pfizer   26'1i -4
k JIM Walkers 364 %-4-ai •
Kirsch 




A group of friends of thelate
Lillian Lowry, wider the
leadership of -Dr, Donald
Hughes as chairman, are
working on a project in con-
nection with the Murray State
Alunmi _Association, which
will give special. honorte the
memory of Mrs. Lowry as a
teacher and citizen in this
area and other parts of the
n making plans the -com-
mittee felt that former
students of -the University
School, also known as the
Training 'School, who had
classes with Mrs. Lowry
would have a special interest
in being-vart of the -plan-to-
honor her.
Therefore, it is requested
that all those who had classei
with Wt. Lowry in the
training school please identify
themselves with name and
address by contacting Dr.
Hughes, or Mrs. Max 4Bar;
bare Brandon, 1617 Magnolia
Drive, Murray, phone 753-
'1975,: -as soon -as possible,
committee members .said.
Bridges. .
the board at the group's
national meeting late in'
DeceMber in Philadelphia.
She has been- a-member of the






ROUTER 34.77 TABLE 11.77
1/2-HP ROUTER. Moles fine furniture joints
- dodos, dovetails, rabbets. Cuts fancy
edging on plaques and tables. Trims veneer.
Features built-in spindle, kick for easy bit
changing.
Depth adjustment 0131/548  34.77
ROUTER TAKE. Sturdy router/shaper table





Propane torch: solder, light char-
coal, remove paint, shape metal.
etc. Incl. fuel cylinder, pencil
point, brush, chisel, spreader
tips, and lighter. 0302/TT65-65
ENAMELED TOILET SEAT
Replace old worn, loose seat now at this low
price! White enameled molded seamless seat
with full cover; corrosion-proof plastic
hinges, strong metal posts. 0613/M100













or desk. Decorative _goy: 
tiniih-dial; 'part chestnut
finished case. Shows humid.
t. temperature 5S02










perfect' for a school




75-Watt Plant Light. 0816 /75R30/PL 3  97
(El) 48" Fluorescent Plant Light. 40-Watt 0818/F40/PL..4.77
24" Fluorescent Plant Light. 20-Watt. 081 7/F20T12 /Pt 3  77
Vinyl Carpet Runner 89.
Ft.




Give far longer., Jae; hold
power even in sto7ager..4
4-Pack AA E91BP-4,.. oa• '
2-Pack C. E93BP-2-11:211-
2-Pack D. E958P-2..... s1.41
HEAVY DUTY
BATTERIES
Last krger than ordinary
batteries in heavy -
4-Pack AA. i215BP-4'',.




Coupon I I 99C
Noreico Coffee Filtera



































School Board Convention To Be
Held In Louisville This Month
Kentucky school board
members will be going "back
to school" at the Kentucky
School Boards Convention and
Orientation Conference for
New School Board Members;
scheduled for January 22-24 at
the Bluegrass Convention
Center, I-84 and Hurstbourne
Lane, in Louisville.
The three day Louisville
meeting will combine these
two functions, normally
conducted as: separate
meetings. The 41st Annual
Convention of the Kentucky
*School Boards 'Association
KSBA) is programmed for all
public sehool board members,
school administrators and
others interested in public




will begin learning about their
responsibilities and op-
portunities at 2:15 p.m.,
Saturday, as The Reverend
Bob Brown, Chairman of the
Kentucky State Board of
Education, keynotes the
Orientation program,
speaking on "Your Op-
portunity in Public Service."
Dr. J. M. Broadus, Chair-
man of the Fayette County
Board ,of Education, will
address the nel school board
members on "The Functions
of the Local Board of
Education,.' -and Fayette
County Superintendent Dr.,
GUY' S. Potts will speak on
"The Functions of the Lopil
School Superintendent."
Following a SPecial
devotional service on Sunday
to improving educational morning .conducted by The
-opportunities for -Kentueky - Reverend--Don Randolph,
youth. All 181 public boards of
education in Kentuck'y are
members of the AsSociation.
The Orientation Conference
for New School Board
Members which is co-
sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Education, is
specifically designed to give
basic, information on the
functions and responsibilities
, of school board members to
those persons who have just
assumed positions on local
. boards of education, ,These
new board members will
participate in both regular
Convention activities and
special Orientation sessions.
More than 600 local
education leaders are ex-
pected to begin registration
for the Convention-Orientation
Conference at 11:00 a.m.,
Saturday, January 22, with the
" 'First' General Converitiorr
Session following that af-
ternoon at 1:00 p.M. •
- The 'speaker for the opening
session will be Nick Goble,
President of the National
School Public Relations
Association, end Director of
Public Relations for the
Pennsylvania School Boards
Association. Goble, nationally






New school board members
•
69
Pastor of Green Acres Baptist
'ChUrch and former chairman
of the Jefferson County Board
of Education, the SecOnd
General Convention Session
will be devoted to the general
theme of personnel relations.
Robert L. Chenoweth,
Assistant Attorney 'General,
will speak on "How Can We
Help Each Other." F. C.
Bryan, former president of
KSBA and currently, serving
as General Counsel for the
statewide Association, will
-discuss the increasing oc-
currence of lawsuits against
school lxiiird members and
superintendents. William J.
McGinnis, Jr., President of
MeGinnis Associates, a
management consulting firm,
will complete the session
speaking on . "Com-
munications: A Must in
Personnel- Relations." -
Dr. James B. Graham,
Superintendent cd Public
'Instruction, will oddness the
Luncheon Program Session at






Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers, the Kentucky




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The University of Kentucky
Counseling and Testing Center





ization is dependent on
an agency offering
"competent and reliable and
professional services to its
clientele", and evidence of
"continuing profeVsional
development as well as
demonstration of excellence in
counseling performance."
the Kentucky School Boards
Association will lead con-
vention registrants in a
special legislative workshop
' on Monday morning. This
workshop will involve the
membership of the School
Boards Association in the
formulation of an official
KSBA Legislative Program
for the 1978 session Of the
Kentucky General Assembly.
New school board members
will become better acquainted
with the personnel and func-
tions of the Kentucky
Department of Education
during the second new board
member orientation session




Department of Education are
featured on the program. The
Reverend. Bob Brown will
again address the new board
members on "The State Bqard
of Education; Functions and
Relations with the Local
Board of Education."
The Orientation Conference
will be concluded Monday
afternoon with a viewing and
discussion of "On Board," a
training film depicting real-
life situations and problems
faced by local school boards.
Governor Julian Carroll will
address the Annual Banquet
Session, Monday, January 24
at 7:00 p.m. His presentation
will include the multi-media
presentation "Kentucky
Experience,." a film which has
been used extensively both
abroad an in the United
States to promote the Corn-
monwealdr of Kentucky.'
Presentation of the F. L.
Dupree ' Award for Creative
Educational Administration,
awarded annually to an
outstanding Kentucky school
superintendent, will conclude
the 1977 KSBA Convention.
During the Convention,
school board members, ad-





Conununity's Special Needs 
- Building Effective
Community-School Relations
- Career Education: Why
We Have It; What It Can Offer
Your Schools
- Developing Policies to
Improve Management Ef-
ficiency and Insure Due*
Process for Students and Staff
- Developing Procedures
tor Improved-. Evaluation of
Administrators
- Full State Funding of the
Foundation Program and
District Power Equalization:
How They Affect Your Schools
- Implementing the
Kentucky Pain for Improving
the Professional Performance
of School Personnel




- What You Should Know
About Your School Insurance
Program
New school board members
will participate in special
clinic sessions on Kentucky
School Finance, Kentucky
School Law and School
Community Relations.
Dr. Clay C. Parks,
President of the Kentucky
School Boards Association and
Chairman of the Grant County
Board of Education will
preside at all Convention
general sessions. Dr. J. E.
Johnson, a school board
member from Bourbon
County, is Vice-President of
the Association.
The gathering of education
leaders will also include a









Reg 5172 to 5221
$99t0,143
Pant Lengths







Reg. '59 to s-143
$45 $65
$99
,CoOt Sizes 5-15, 6-20, 14 Pilus to 24 Plus




A paper by Dr. F. L. Kumar,
associate professor of
philosophy at Murray State
University, has been selected
for publication in the
"Proceedings of the In-
ternational Conference on the
Haman Sciences in Asia and
Africa."
The article, presented last
August in Mexico City at tIle
International Conference on
the Human Sciences, deals
with the phenomenological
analysis of the Vijnanavada
view of consciousness and
presents a new approach to
the understanding of the
Buddhist notion of con-
sciousness.
Dr. Kumar arrived at his
new interpretation, to be
presented in the volume
-14rv John Ferguson —published- once every friar--
years, by using a method
developed by Edmund
HusserL
"With this new.. in-
terpretation', Dr. Kumar has
shown a link in the thinking of
East and West, and further
demonstrated that sharpness
in thinking is not confined to
the West, but is also a
characteristic of the thinking
man of the East," according
to Dr. Wayne Sheeks,
chairman of the Department
of Philosophy at Murray
State.
Dr. Kumar's paper, praised
around the world by scholars,
-irtRflifrother contributions-to
philosophy have brought him
a chance to chair the Institute
for Advanced Philosophic
Research's panels on the
"Philosophy of Man."
Dr.. Kumar joined the
faculty of Murray State in 1970






The Murray Ledger & Times
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Efforts Being Made
To Free Icy Rivers
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- The Tennessee Valley
Authority and •-Army
Engineei s are vicii king
together trying to free the ice-
dogged' Ohio and Mississippi
river systems.
Severe cold and a drastic
increase in demand for
electrical power in the. TVA
last week threatened to add to
the. ice jams,. which' have
choked navigation,4. Ty.A of-
fieials said Monday.
- An agency spokesman said
increased power demands in
the face of near record cold
had forced an increase in
water through generators on
the Cumberland and Ten-
nessee rivers.
' Water from those two rivers
normally flows into the Ohio
near Paducah, Ky., where ice
has clogged the river for
almost two weeks.
Engineers feared the
increased water flow would
add to icing problems below
- Kentucky and Barkley dams 
where the Tennessee empties
into the Ohio.
The TVA was asked to hold
some of its increased flow in
•- an effort to reduce the risk of
additional icing.
Bob Shelton, a TVA water
management' official, said
Kentucky Lake was being
used to store the additional
water.
"Right now we have- about
two feet above winter level
that was stored over the
weekend and at the end of last
week," he said.
"We do have a large flow in
Tennessee because of the
power demand and eventually
that water will have to go up
, into the Ohio." -
Over' 'the'Weekend; 'rife
Engineers asked TVA to
release some of the stored
water to raise water levels
along the Ohio in an effort to
assist river traffic.
Unemployment Up
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -
Kentucky's unemployment
rate rose .2 per cent last
month to 5.6 per cent, ,ac-
cording to figures released by




up from November's 5.41rate.
was still well below the
national rate of 7.4 per cent.
Robert MacDonald, chief
labor marke4 analyst, said
that short 'ern layoffs ac-
counted. or e last month's
unemployment rise.
4.„ edtmulal. Jun stun) B. 197:
Armstrong ToTry AndUseCarter
Program For A ReducedSentence
W'AUPON, Wis. API -
Karl Armstrong, the former
Eagle Scout whose personal
antiwar bombing campaign




.chairman of the Department
of Foreign Languages at
Murray State University, is
Involved as one of the leaders
in an effort to organize. a
regional association for
foreign language teachers in.
West Kentucky and West'
Tennessee.
He met earlier this month
with Anthony Koester and Dr.
Leonard Di Lillo at Centre
College in Danville for a
planning session. Koester
serves as supervisor of foreign
language .progratris-- for the
Kentucky, Department :of
Education and Di Lill° is the
president-of -the Kentucky
Council on the' Teachin-g- Of
Foreign Languages KCTFI.
and chairman of the Depart-.
ment of Foreign Languages at
Centre College.
Since most language
teachers in the region are not
active in any professional.
organization meetings
because of time and distance,
F'erguson suggested ,last fall
that a - regional branch of
KCTFL be established in West
Kentucky to help solve this
problem.
The proposed association
will be an independent
Organization rather than a
branch of KCTFL, but will
work- closely with the
statewide body. Its main








is scheduled in April, during
which the name will be chosen
and a constitution written.
Some of the more pressing
problems confronting foreign
language teachers will also be
discussed, Ferguson added.
He said he will send details of
the meeting, ,which will
probably take Place at Murray
State University, to all
teachers in March.
physics researcher, says he'll
try to use Jimmy Carter's
pardon program as a wedge to
get a reduced sentence.
Armstrong, now 30 and
balding, is serving 23 years in
the Waupon State Prison for
the 1970 bombings of the Army
Math Research Center at the
University of Wisconsin-
Madison and an Army am-
plant neat Baraboo.
Five years after he was
'arrested in Canada, Arm-
strong gays he remembers
both -the incredible high" he
felt_ when_tie. leargl that the
- Array Center bomb had ex-
ploded, and tbe ',"intense
sorrow" he felt minutes later
when a rabio station flashed
word of the death.
, Carter has not proposed
pardons for civilian antiwar
activities, but-Armstrong says
the spirit of the program
should apply to his case.
In his first interview since
he was sentenced in 1974,
Armstrong, a fernier
University of Wisconsin
student, _told,. The .Associated
Press: "You can- talk 'about
draft resisters, that they took
a stand, but you know they
risked very ltttle. I felt very
strongly about iiiiiiiii and I
took direct action to oppose
I'm not ashamed."
Armstrong will ask Circuit
Court Judge William Sachtjen
to reduce his state sentence to
10 years, • the same as. . his
federal sentence. He pleaded
guilty in both state and federal
courts in April 1974. .
"I'm not a criminal,"
Armstrong said, "mid I don't
constitute a threat to anyone.
And the-,mood of the (country
has changed. A man died in
the bombing, and there was a
demand for payment. I feel
responsible, and I can accept
that.
"But 23 years - even the
federal . judge thought it was
excessive."
_U.S. District Judge James
Doyle, in sentencing
Armstrong, .said he con-
sidered "imprisonment in the
range' of 25 years an ex-
Id gent i espouse-to the need
for general deterrence."
Armstrong's attorney, Mark
Frankel of Madison, said
Monday that the request for a.
reduced sentence will be filed
shortly after fearter an-
nounces his pardhn program.
.Armstrong said he plans to 
cite three' new circumstances
as reasons for a reduced
sentence: Carter's ',pardon
program, the"7-year sentence
given to David Fine 'for his
role in the Army Math Center
bombing, and a cancer illness
that leaves Armstrong's
father, Donald, near death.
Carter, expected to an-
nounce thosange of his pardon
-12rogralll _ n.e41. 1.108___
pledged to pardon "those who
violated Selective Service
laws' and to consider pardons
for deserters on a case-by-
case basis. He also has been
considering upgrading less-
than-honorable discharge%
given to 250,000 servicemen
during the-Vietnam era.
Armstrong says he sees the
pardons as reflecting Carter's
desire to heal the domestic
_tvotincts caused by the.. Viet-
nani War.




Congress say they are eager to
convert President Ford's WO
billion budget into a Jimmy
Carter model. But they can't
really start for about a month
- that's how long it will take
the incoming administration
to study Ford's proposals.
And they concede the.
conversion can't be complete.
The ,_.budget that Ford
submitted-- to Congress on
Monday would raise gover-
nment spending by $29 billion,
or 7 per cent, over the current
year's levels. But it would cut
back some social programs
with strong support in the
incoming Detnocratic ad-
ministration and Congress.
Carter 'and his allies on
Capitol • Hill agree that they
will be able to draft amend-
ments to Ford's proposals
only in selected areas: There
is simply not enough time for a
new administration to review
the workings of scores of
federal agencies and prepare
a whole new budget that could
be put into effect by Oct. 1,
when fiscal 1978 begins.
"We must remember there
is -a limit to what a ne* ad-
' ininistration can do," House
Budget Committee Chairman
Robert N. Giairno, D-Conn.,
told reporters Monday. "Much
of what is in (Ford's) budget
must remain and become a
base of the budget adopted."
While Giaimo said he ex-





he. predicted it would take at
least one year and perhaps
4
two for the outgoing
Republican administration's
budget -emphasis to be
reversed totally, or even
substantially.
Senate Budget 'Committee
Chairman Edmund S. Muskte,
said Congress and the
Carter administration "now
have our work cut out for us."
But he said that Conesir
new budget procedures
provide for more orderly
review of the fiscal plan and, if
necessary, changes.
"More than previous first-
year Presidents, Mr_ Carter
will have an opportunity to
make a substantial impact on
the fiscal 1978 plan which is,
finally adopted," Muskie said.
Ford's budget contained
recommendations for some
$12 billion , reductions in
programs. A Carter
spokesman,. said perhaps $3... .
billion of these cuts could be
reconsidered •,by the new ,
administration.
Giaimo singled out as •
"unrealistic" several of
Ford's proposed cutbacks.
including proposals to cut the
food stamp program by 8900 •  
million and child nutrition
programs by $1.1 billion.
Defense _was' "the One
budget area for which Ford
provided real economic
growth," Giaimo said. The
proposed budget contemplates
a $12 billion increase in ,
spending in this-category to a
record $112 billion.
Giaimo indicated he expects
CongreSs to go along with a
defense increase, but ' in
some areas, the rate of growth
could be slowed down
without damage to national
security."
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l65 Tab. I 4141
$3.28 Value ' QualOyMerchqnclive, 40 Tab.
at the $1.35—
lciVvpst Possible Prices ValueSay-Rite's
Sav-Rite'sLow Price $ 1 96 pfina Low Price
Save $1.32 Save 41c








CUT YOUR FOOD BUDGET
COST-CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get o special manufacturer s allowance we pass the
savings on To yOu These reductions ore usually good for more than
one week
COST-CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
Each week deep cut specials in all departments plus boni4 coupons
for extra savings Cost-Cutter THIS WEEK SPECIAL 'signs will,
locate these values






















GOIden Corn 3 17 01CANS $1
ASSORTED VARIETIES 0441, ,01Kroger Soup CANS 8 84
LAUNDRY
All Detergent `TA $125_
KRAFT
Macaroni Dinner' *:oix 284
RUSH'S CUT
Green Beans 415,1),z. $1
OR HOME & FAMILYN















Fosteeth 2 02 R 84SIZE ‘1 0
QUART SIZE GENUINE
ThermOs Bottle EA $233
ASSORTED ITEMS
Rubber Maid 0::iucl 77"
BEST RITE 4 SUBJECT













U.S.D.A. Grade AHolly Farms Mixed Parts of
FRYING
CHICKEN






U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE-BEEF BONELESS








g=1 With this coupon



















WHEN YOU START WITH
THE BEST CHICKEN...












3 at. 040. 454
LB 39'
JOHN MORRELL WIENERS 01










ALL THREE CAN BE REDEEMED WITH ONE $10 PURCHASE
FP I rC TTER OST-CU COUPON] III6
BLUE PLATE
MAYONNAISE =
and 110 00 purchase excluding items
and in addition to cost of coupon met-













Peanut Butter lioz. $103 JAR •
FINAL TOUCH
















_Ma With this coupon and 810 00 purchase excluding items
IMR prohibited by law and in addition to the cost ot coupon mei--














Biscuits 4 '.Zs 814
KROGER BUTTER-ME-NOT
KRAFT





5 ACZ 1.• *1'
ASSORTED
Kroger Pot Pies 4 AEGIS $1






Prices effective through Jonuury 25th






Hindquarters  L. 37'
Turbot Fillets 1. $1°9
SERBIA SAVE
Fish Sticks 07PIG 39c
BEEF 4. HYDRATED SOYA FLOUR MIX 3 LB CHUB
Kroger's Pro  111 39'
U S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE-BEEF
Boiling Beef 49.c
HICKORY








Hindquarternow 3 to 5 daysfor preparation.
BONUS BUNDLE
5 LBS. ROUND
5 LBS. PORK STEAK
5 LBS. GROUND BEEF
5-LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 LBS. HUNTER OR
CIRCLE B SAUSAGE
5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
io LBS. ALL FOR
$26.95
p:IECOST-CUTTER COUPON31 II 1Kroger
um. Your ihCocegm 6 Pk., 6 0 z .MEI Or
MI 3P., 12 Oz.
ORANGE
JUICE
prohib,rwet by in. addition ,o The (00 ."-Clue3C.r. me,
urr hose kiirtuding-







Whipped Topping 3 OZ 594






































Cucumbers  4 FOR
STATE EXTRA FANCY GOLD 011.!D


























Maple Syrup _-sonu. $121
RAMER e
Instant Milk 20 EIT $1 99sin %Jr
ciMIP:1[EOST CUTTER COUPON3111111






Nihthis in,-p" 11,1, are f.piret Ion :`.." MI/
F 1f cuTTEcOu;oN]IIII
AZ WORTH 20' OFFght, Reword Tbc.puff hose-o4 o3 !b baa
YELI.OW7.1
.__ ONIONS










--,./ POST =.,-,.. HONEYCOMB "''m. ..
mm 12oz. 7pc 
Pkg, / 7 IN.-
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AshkInd  WKA5 25
Bowling Green  WK1311 53
Covington  WCVN 154
Elizabethtown  INKZT 23
Hazard WKHA 36
Lexington-Richmond, .  WKLE 46
Loulsvilli  WKMJ 6$
Madisonville WKMA 315
Morehead WKMR 38
Murray-Mayfield  1NKMU 21
°wanton WKON 52
PIkevUIi WKPI 22
Somerset  WKSO 29
TRANSLATORS
Barbourville . . . . ........ 12












.• 530/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPA.
• NY
6:0015:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC: "David Coppierfield".
David begins ,school -at "Salem
House" and makes two good
friends. (R. from Sat.) (Cap-
tioned). *
_7;LX1/6.:00.GED SERIES: "Maria •
VII: Graphs"
7:30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN: The 'impor-
tance of timing in seed sowing
and a simple test ,for germina-
t;On when using leftover seeds.
-.149- Irons Sun)
8:00/7;00 CONVERSATIONS
ON A FARM: the activity and
lifestyle on a dairy farm.
.....9....00/13:00 THE INAUGURA-
TION OF JIMMY CARTER:
Highlights of ttie_ inauguiation
. day activities, including the
Iff.e_lriear 1110-in .c.eremosiv _and_




Eastern/Central Time . 








6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA 8.
YOU
7:00/6:00 GETTING ON: Por-
trait of wood scurptresS Fannie
Waltzer, the Getting • Even
Comedy Players, and the Get-
ting Together Group-tares about
ageism. (Captioned)
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON KEN-
TUCKY: Newsmen and human-







SHOWCASE: "Song at Twilight
An Essay on Aging": A look .at
the aging process and our soci-
etrS -attitude- tOWarif 'Me -ear- 7




















TION: "Concept" IFl from
Thurs.)
12:00/11:00 BREAD & BUf:
TERFLIE5: Teacher In-Service
12:30/11:30 CHUST FOR FAN-
CY: "Tole Painting& Decorative
Arts" How to apply paint to
various materials and turn useless
objects into works of art
1:00/12:00 NEW SHAPES:
EDUCATION
1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE TAEA-
TER: "October". Serge. Eisen-
stein's dramatic account of "ten
days that shook the world," the





TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT )N KEN-
TUCKY: Newsmen and human-
ists discuss issues of importance
to the Commonwealth. IR. from
Fri.) (Signed for the deaf)
5:00/4:00 NOVA: "What Price
Coal": Documentary det%
the price America pays in,
human terms for "black
energy. IR. from Wed.) (Cap-
tioned)





7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC: David's stepfather
puts him to work in London





9:00/8:00 THE BOMB DIS-
POSAL MEN: Story of the
courage and skill shown by the
men of the Army's Bomb Dis-
posal Squad in Ulster, Ireland
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE:






2:09/1:00 p.m. GREAT PER-
FORMANCES: Dance in Amer-
ica: "City Center Joffnty Ballet" dessert.
, (R from wed.) 8:00/7:oo PICCADILLY CIR..
3:00/2:00 THE SHAKERS. CUS: "The General's- Day- A
retired general who is fightingTracing the growth and decline
of this religious sect through old age and loneliness pins his
hopes for his sunset years on athe memories and songs of the
surviving Shakers. sainszetschool.rnotress.. .
3:30/2:30 NATIONAL CEO- 9:09/8:00 VOYAGE TO THE
GRAPHIC SPECIAL: "Voyage ENDS OF THE EARTH: The
of the Hokule'a" The 3,000 story of the first Artie expedi-
tion to study the Polar Seamile voyage of a huge double-
hulled canoe from Hawaii to 9:30/i:30 PBS MOVIE. TEMA-
Tahiti, re-enacting a feat of an- TRE: "Mother" . Pudovkin's
cient Polynesia. IR. from Tues I silent classic uses a father, son
5:00/4:00 THE BOMB DIS- and mother to personify the
POSAL MEW IR. from Sat I forces in the abortive 1905 Pus-
6:00/5:00 -CROcKETT'S Vic- sian revolt
+TOR Y SLAROf How to, spot
a good seed catalog and how 'TO"' - WEDNESDAY-, JAN: 26
use it Eastern/Central Time 
6:30/5:30 BOOK BEAT: "Air- 3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES:
borne" by William F Buckley. "Science II The Blood'
Jr 4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
7:0016:00 CONSUMER SURVI. 5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
VAL KIT: "Physical Fitness NEIGHBORHOOD
No Sweat"- The facts and fie- 5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPA.
tion of physical fitness and a NY
look at health foods and fat 600/5:00 ZOOM
farms. 6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
.7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA- YOU
ZINE 7.00/6:00 MD:, "Obesity" Dis.
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYM- cusston of the pathophysiologV





stairs "A Place in the World"
James Bellamy, looking for a
worthwhile occupation for a
ge.otliamanly war hero, tries his . 9909e
hand at'ifiolitics '9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORM
10:00/9:00 ONGOIN` LINE: MANCES:' "Arfur Rubenstein
"Blockade". The American Civil at 90" Birthday Celebration
War Ras brought the cotton will include an interview . and
mills to a standstill. James is Rubegwein's playing * Greig's
approached by a Confederate Piano Concerto'
agent with a proposition to take 10:10/9:30 THE SHAKERS IR
a cargo to Wilmington and bring fromrSun I
Some Low-Income Families
Can Get Special Tax Break
EDITOR'S NOTE: Following
is the third in a series of live
ankles entitled "Coping With
Your Income Tax." They were
written to help taxpayers pre.
pare their 1976 tax returns.
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
- WASHINGTON (AP) — Fil-
ing a federal income-tax return
is not one of the more popular
fornis of amusement. But many
persons who don't have to file
might find it profitable to do
so.
Heading such a list are teen-
agers, part-time workers and
poor working -families. This
family, while not liable for any,
taxes, could qualify for a gov-
ernment check of up to $400.
Generally, anyone — regard-
less of age -*110 earned $5,100
or. more - 1676 'must- file a
return. But in- some- cases, -a
return is required if income
totaled as much as $750.
You Must file a return -if you
are:
-Single, under 65 'and
grossed at least $2,450 in 1976.
If you are 65 or older, the fig-
ure rises to, $3,200.
—Married, under 65, filing a
Joint return and had income of
at least $3,600. If you are 65 or,
older, the figure is $4,350. If
both you and your spouse are
65 or older, you must file if in-
come totaled $5,100 or mbre.
—Eligible- to be claimed as a
dependent by a parent; have
taxable dividends or interest
and had total income of $750 or
more.
But even if you don't have to
file a return, it could be to your
advantage-to do so.
For example, if you are
single, 20 years old and earned
$2,000 last year in a part-time
job, taxes should have been
withheld from your wages. You
can get back all that federal in-
come tax by filing a return.
Again this year there is a
-special tax .-break- for poor
working families with children.
It is available even to those
families that use the short tax
form and to those who do not
itemize deductions.‘,
- This • is called the -work
bonus" or earned-income cred-
it, and is designed to provide
an incentive to families for
staying offethe welfare rolls.
The credit is not available to
any family whose total earned
income — such as wages, tips
and fees — is • $8,000 or more.
To qualify, the family muslin-
chide a child who in 1976 was
under 19 or a full-time student,
or a disabled dependent.
The credit is 10 per cent of
the first $4,000 of earned in-
come, or-6400, and is reduced
$1 for each $10 of income above
$4,000. Thus, the credit would
be only $50 if income totals
$7,000.
The important thing, to re-
member about this earned-in-
come credit is that you can get
it even tt you-owe no .
For example, a family of four
with total earningtjof 14;000
would owe no tax because their
income subject to taxation
would be more, than wiped out
by the $1,900 minimum Stand-
ard deduction and the -93,000
personal exemptions 11750 for
each -dependent ) .
But by filing a return and
taking advantage-of ..the credit,
that family would receive a
$400 check from the Treasury.




sem el The *NM Lodger II
ilnes by 5:111 p. et. thisay-
kidey et by 3:30 p. .-se 5u1'
Ns are armed to ail 753-1914
lertweee YO p. and 6 p.
likoman-Frilki, p, te.
wed4 p. a. Saturdays, to Were
delivery ef the eedspeper. Cade
meet be plecW by 6 p. word-
days or 4 p. fahadays Is
gueroetee delivery.
t qraham & Jackson
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Closed Thursday Afternoon
Big Final Reduction Sole
Begins friday Morning
iritickinbant tap, ltb.



















6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00 FIRING •. LINE
8:00/7:00 MEETING OF
MINDS: Major figures from hilt:
tory come alive to debate their
- achievernents7 Prendent Utysses
r S. Grant clashes with Karl Marx
\ 9:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN: "Estate Planning"
i 10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT: "Physical Fitness!
No Sweat" (R. from Sun.)
10:30/9:30 BOOK BUM—Air;
borne" by Witham F Bucktelf,









. 5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPA-
NY
6:00/5:00200M
6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE: Week-
ly television magazine for young
people.
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES: "Math
VIII Angles-
7:30/6:30 CAPTIONED
FRENCH CHEF: "Mousse au
Chocolat". Julia Child demon-
strates useful techniques while
making two forms of this
ZINE IR from Sun)
8:0077:00 NOVA: "The First
Signs of Washoe" story of
Washoe, the chimp who learned
to communicate with people
through American Sign Lan
cr •
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•
Kentucky's Death Row Inmates
Not Likely To Be Executed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-
The fate of Gary Gilmore in
Utah is unlikely to be the fate
of any of five condemned
Kentucky prisoners,
authorities have indicated.
' Gilmore, a convicted
murderer, died before a firing
squad Monday amid
speculation the execution
heralds similar moves in other
states. .
Rdt probably not Kentucky.
"The likelihood of execution
is very dim," ,said Jim Baker,
chief counsel's' for the
corrections department. "In
the first place, -the prisoner
would have had to be con-
victed of an offense that could
withstand any crfftlalonal
challenge."
Baker said-and Asst. Atty.
Gen. Bill Pollard agreed-that
lawyers for the five men could
point out -previous Kentucky
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 3 More distant




ease a Pa-is 7 Rockfish
12 Bother 8 
Worship
9 Span1.3.Cosazguita___








19-Clic It beefte "at"'2
20 Peeled 
0 Thrive
21 Walk 21 
PIetform
23 Senior 22 Sum
(abb. I 23 Resorts 33 Near tabbr ) 46 Soft food
.26 Gzziataania,,,361.ctkpake9 47 Genus 01---Kmbetea8•-
38 °tildes " herbs
40 Roman 48 Peer Gynt's
magistrate mother
4210 music 49 Cheer
high 50 Brood of
44 Frosts pheasants
45 Employid 53 Contunction

































































Distr y United Fesiture Syndieste. nc. 19-77
statutes at the time of their
death sentences ,riive been
voided.
Pollard said his 'office
already has acknowledged
that resentencing would be
necessary in all current state
death penalty cases.
Two men were sentenced to
death before a 1972 U.S.
Supreme Court decision which
voided many capital
punishment convictions. They
are Henry R. Anderson and
Leroy Fryrear, both of
Louisville.
The other three were
sentenced before a 1976
Supreme Court edict which
also nullified many death
penalty trial. They are'Oscar
W. Boyd in Greenup County
and Jimmy Self and Ronnie
Meadows, both in McCracken
County.
All five are under maximum
seeurity -et- -Kentucky- State
Prison near Eddyville. But the
so-called death' row was
discarded years ago at the
institution.
Kentucky's electric chair,
last used almost 15 years ago,
remains in a cell block
basement.
Bob Moll, director of
Institutional Support Services
in corrections, said even the
"remote possibility ". of
executions again gives the
death ,penalty more
meaningful status."
As a result, he said, efforts
may be made to refurbish the
disused electric chair, now a
conversation piece for
visitors.
Kentucky's new law, passed
last month by the legislature
in special session, is believed
adequate enough to comply
with both supreme Court
rulings.
It separates the trial and
sentencing for capital offenses
and thereby avoids pitfalls
which Pollard said tripped up
the legal structure of previous
statutes.
"To impose death after a
trial the jury must find that









FRANKFORT, Ky. - A
veteran's chance for, em-
ployment is improved by
maturity and experience, but




register with their nearest
local office of-the -Bureau for
Manpower Services to take
advantage of the many ser-
vice sprovided throughout the
state and nation."
In a recent interview Barnes
outlined briefly some of these
services and the way they
work to help the veteran.
As soon as it is known when
a servicenian's tour of duty
will end, he said, the U. S.
Departments of Labor and,
Defense arrange to iorward
LAW OF THE
SEA TRANSFERS 
the men's names to the
national office of the Veterans
HONOLULU (AP, The Fr/10471Na service.
Law of the Se-a- Institute, -car-
rently based at the University This information is then
of Rhode Island; will be trans- forwarded to the respective
feerud -to -the University of_etetee **Leven to the. local-
Hawaii at Manoa early in 1W77, community where the veteran
according to Acting Chancellor has indicated he will live. This
Geoffrey Ashton.
The Institute, which serves as 
alerts the local employment
a means of exchanging knowl- service of
fice t° set up the
edge and ideas concerning the 'lemma-FY .tmde to help the
sea and its uses, was founded veteran, explained Barnes.
in 1965. In addition, the com-
missioner of the Bureau for
Manpotker Services writes the
veteran a letter urging him to
FLOWER SERVICE come by and take advantage
PUEBLO, Colo. I AP) -
Flower Aviation lives up to its 
of the special arrangements
name made to help him
.
-The private -aircraft service
uses young women in flowered
skirts on the landing field to
guide planes in for refueling at
the municipal airport here. A
flowered carpet is laid at the
craft's door. Crew and passen-
gers are greeted with fresh-cut
daisies.
"01211311:1 40t1KNOti),
11 NV1E5 50METNINIS.; FAMIUAR ABOUT$1
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i'LL THAT!* '(Os) WERE
PRO8AI314 HERE IN A
FORMER LIFE, ANC, tK:oU I
FROZE _TO DEATH
















THE TERRORISTS, Of R!
KEEP 'Tem TALKING WHILE
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"The sooner he comes in,
the better," said Barnes.
"However, if he doesn't
register, the employment
service makes every effort to
contact him and invite him to
come in for job finding
assistance," emphasized
Barnes.
The handicapped and the
disabled • veteran receive
special consideration and top
priority in job placement,
noted Barnes. They too are
encouraged to register and file
an application.
Many other opportunities
await the veteran, said
Barnes. For instance, there is
The National Alliance of
Businessmen (NAB),
Veterans Employment -
Seminar Programs (VESP), a
counseling and self-help
program. -NAB -is a -unique-
partnership of business, labor,_
own the
education and government,
organized to secure jobs and
job training for veterans,
needy youth, ,disadvantaged
••• citizens and ex-offendeut..
In Kentucky these em-
ployment seminars are held at
Fort Knox, Fort Campbell and
even in some local manpower
offices. They are designed to
acquaint the veteran with the
complete employment pic-
ture. Through this seminar the
veteran receives information
about the kintio - lob.
available, training programs
and -other agencies that
provide services to the
veteran.
Barnes said progress is
being made, as evidenced by
the number of veterans who
benefited during the fiscal
year which ended June 30. Of
the 9,270 veterans placed in
jobs, 1,099 were handicapped;
of the Oil cotniseled, 1,013
were handicapped and of the
518 in training, 87 of these are
handicapped.
Other sources of help for the
veteran, noted Barnes, are the
Veterans Administration
Center for Veterans Affairs
and the major veterans
organizations - American
Legion, Veterans of Foreign
Wars and the Disabled
American Veterans.
What are some of the things
that the veteran has going for
him?
According to Barnes, he is
-the '-best qualified by age,
experience and maturity to
makes good employe. "It has
been validated that the
disabled veteran can out-
produce, is more diligent and
punctual, takes fewer sick
days, and practices better
safety, habits than his . ttrin•
disabled civilian counterpart.
It's good business to hire the
disabled veteran," said
Barnes.
As the state veterans em-
ployment representative,
Barnes is responsible for the
overall coordination of ser-
vices for veterans. So he
would like to urge all
veterans-healty, han-
dicapped, disabled-to visit
-their local veterans em-
ployment representative in
the nearest local manpower
- office-of the-Department _for
Human Resources.
arden Path:
- ' - 171.• -
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
I have been enjoying some
plants of the double Impatiens
during these "shut-in" days.
Gifts from two different
people have provided me with
several of these dainty
flowers. They come in pink,
white, red and orange and are
so easy to grow in pots or in a
box. They bloom, but not too
u-r:TWIc Intry-, durtrig-thor winter-thamondSt
.and are ready to set out in a
bed or border when spring
comes. They are among the
most satisfactory of the an-
nuals, for they are hardy and'
bloom continually during the
summer until forst cuts them
down. Cuttings taken in the
fall before frost, will root
easily and will provide a bit of
pretty greenery until the
blooms appear.
In looking ahead to spring,
some of the regular shrubs are
now being developed in
miniature. Those of us who
have small yards could use
these to advantage. They are
made especially for small
spaces and grow only two or
three _feet high. Even in a
larger yard, they can be used
to make attractive little mini-
parks or background for,
small beds. Hybridizers are
certainly- making it possible
for is to choose our plants for
any situation.
There isn't much a gardener
can do Oise cold, icy and
snowy days, except plan and
dream about what he or she
will do in March or April. We
can look for more of this sort
of weather, I am afraid. At
least January is nearly half
gone and although February is
just about as bad and maybe
worse, at least every day that
passes brings us that much
nearer to the time when we
will see crocus sticking their
..noses out of the ground and
Puny Willow buds will begin
to swell. The trees will begin
to look fuzzy 'anti we will
wonder why we fretted.
After all there are com-
pensations,t I just saw a
brilliant Cardinal light on a
snow covered railing, as
beautiful a sight .as anyone
would want to see. The bare
branches of the trees with
their layer of snow are lovely
against the sky. And at least
the ugliness of this world is
partially covered up. The sun
makes it all sparkle like
. 'Muse- of us who
can't get out can enjoy,
vicariously, the fun of, sled-
ding on the icy hills, by looking
out _our windows at the war-
m1 t Clad boys 'arid girls who
somehow seem to suddenly
spring from nowhere.
So let's do our thinking and





FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -
The state Highway Bureau
has already used some 45,000
tons of salt to remove snow
from highways this winter.
Transportation • Secretary
John Roberts said Monday
that at an average cost of
about $18 a ton, the cost for
salt has risen beyond $800,000.
He said the bureau now has,
or is assured of, deliveries of
22,000 more tons of salt.
"While our stock is not
critically low, it does require
that we manage the balance
wit)' great caution," said the
secretary, who added ,,ehat a
salt conservation program has
been instituted.
If additional storms require
it, salt-spreading will con-
centrate on hills, ramps and
curves where traffic problems
are most acute - with
minimum • attention 'for other
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Poisoo Cairo, .  753-7588
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like to invite all
her friends and
customers to call




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.








For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
Coffee And Tax!
One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.




you .$9 bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,




DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible it God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-














FOR FREE OIL and

















submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.












on and the Business -
Office mop--




Barber Shop. 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30; -
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3 : 30. Appointment at
hdtne. Call if needed 751-• .
3685.
THE FAMILY OF Connie
Lee Newberry wish* to
thank our many friends
for their kindness and
expressions of sym-
pathy in the passing of
our dear loving wife and
mother. We wish to
thank Bro. John Dale
and all the singers from
Seventh and Poplar
Church of .Christ. We
also wish to thank the
Doctors and Nurses at
the emergency room of
Murray-Calloway
Cdunty Hospital. John
and John II Newberry
6 Help Wanted
EARN MONEY. No in-
vestment Take Catalog
Orders for Lisa Jewels,
Call Toll FREE 800-631-
1258 for FREE
CATALOG SALES KIT.
A NEW OPENING FOR
_full time salesperson for
local retail store in
downtown Murray. Age
2 5-4 O. Experience
preferred but will train.
Apply in own hand-
writing, giving past
experience, age, marital





BE A SARA CON-
VENTRY fashion show
director, full or part
time. Opportunity for
local manager, no in-
vuftnents. no delivery. 
Call tq(lay! Call 753-2290.























training in Dallas, Tex.





to Jim Hurt, 2200 Abbott
Martin Road, Nashville,
Tenn, 37215.
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.10
per 1000 staffing en-




P. 0. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.
v









































































company will add one
person to staff in order
to serve the Murray
area. If you want to be
your own boss and want
no limit to your ear-
nings, call 502-443-8294
between 10 a. m. and 2 p.






Brandon, 6031/2 N. 18th.
T1011:00. -AND-MORE-
weekly possible working
Part Time at home. Age
and Education no
,- barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
-velope-.-K-Mg, -Boa 233
VM Mantua, N. J.
08051.
AVON
Sell beautiful products -
you'll find you never
looked so good. No
experience necessary.
Call 753-5750 in Murray
or write Glenda Duke,

















































Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
WANTED TO BUY old









MAMIYA C 330 camera,
normal and wide angle




anything like it," say
users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer. Big













bleized and song colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.








and Service, 500 Maple












tryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence






SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
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the Citizens of the
City of Murray:
The City of Murray is going to have a BRUSH
pickup starting January 17 - March 18 of 1977.
This is a BRUSH pickup only! Below is a set of
rules that Qua be followed to insure that your
brush will be picked up:
Brush and tree trimmings must be cut and
placed within 10' of the edge of street with butt
ends facing the street. Brush must be no larger
than 4" at putt ends and 8' in length. Brush can-
not be picked up if vines, briars, Wire, lumber, or
other foreign objects are mixed in itith brush.
Meatirellp, save, unlink by tiesse regulations.
po Not Call The Office
We will not make special trips anywhere.





















buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.
ALL DESIGNER sheets
reduced 40 per cent, all
toilet seats reduced 40
per cent, all candles 4.2
price, all shower 'cur-
tains ½ price, all
tablecloths reduced 25
per cent,. one group
decorator pillows





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV Radio
LLOYDS 100 WAITS AM-
FM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. 'tur-
ntable. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 70 1174 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and ;4
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.




MORILE HOME, 50 x
12. 11-2 baths, electric
and gas heat. Washer,
eye levet oven. $2100.
Call 753-8668 or 753-4757.
43. Real Estate
NEW LISTING ... Good
.hame at* bargain price.
Home is -well-
constructed and in-
sulated, has 2 bedrooms,
bath, livign room and
kitchen. Located on
quiet street in nice.
neighborhood. Also,
outside storage building.
Priced at only $12,750.
- Don't delay,, call us
today on this excellent
buy. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
*TARE my WORT "FOR TT, MAC,
EITHER THEY START PRIMING THE
PUMP OR MAN THE POMP5.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT - large
mobile home on lake.
Blood River area. $60
month. Call 436-2427.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Dills Trailer Court. Call
753-9104 or nights 753-
1551.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home at Green Acres.
Call 753-3043.
10 x 50 ALL ELECTRIC.
Water and garbage
pickup furnished. One
mile out of city limits.
Call 753-5405 after 5 p.
m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for •
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
20 1 Se, 806 CHESTNUT
Northside Shopping
Center. Call 753-0425 or
753-7527.
.31 Want To Rent
TWO BEDROOM
HOUSE, unfurnished,
except for stove and
refrigerator. Couple
with one child. Call 753-
9668 or 753-0908.
HOUSE WITH SPACE for
horse. Call 753-8430.











32 Apartments For Rent
EFFICIENCY APART-
MENT, partial utilities
paid. Prefer girls. Call
753-9741.
EXTRA NICE furnished















Central heat and air.
Private deck. Call 753-
7550.
FURNISHED APART-












MENT in New Concord.
$50 a month. Call 436-
2427.-
DISTRIBUTOR
We are in the booming automotive parts after-
market. No selling-we supply the arcoUnts.11p to
$250 weekly part time. Up <La $750 or rnoregull
time. • $2,995 investment for inventory. For in-
formation write enclosing phone number and ad-
dress to: WAYCO CORP,ORATION, 175. Fulton
Ave, Hempstead, NY 11550. Or call Toll-Free:
800-646-2845.




heat, carpet and gar-
bage disposal. If in-
terested call 753-5870.





South 16th Street,- 753-
6609.
ROOMS.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
COUNTRY HOME, 30
acres. Three bedroom. 6
buildings, February 1.
References. Call 753-
2594 after 9 p. m.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
with bath. Has 2
bedrooms, refrigerator
and stove. Call before If--
or after 8.190 per month.
Phone 436-2166.
36 For Rent Or [Pace
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
GROCERY STORE and




FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
38. Pets - Supplies
AKC REGISTERED Irish




firm. Call 762-3397 8 a.
m. to 4:30 p. m.
SHOW QII.A
Bassets. champion bred




TWO ACRES OF land




homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Itiliuranee sind Reel
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
-3263.
COZY COMFORT is the
-_-Word_for this.slitractive
three- bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio. 2 car garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone_ to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.





acres located on Ky. 280
near the TVA Wildcat
Creek recreation area.
Property is on both sides
of the road with.a long







Map St., 753-0101 or
Brice Ratterree, 753-
592i.
WANT TO MOVE OUT?
Three bedroom brick in





wall to wall carpeting in
all rooms, built-in kit-
chen with one wall
briek. Central heat and
air; and attached
garage. Large utility
room, could be used as
study, Priced in upper
30's. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY. 763-1222. We









Large lot with room for
expansion. Don't miss









Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080-er-eall-any 'of- our -
salespeople:_ B. a ..Hook,
753-2387.; Audra Moody,
753-9036; Barbara Er-
win; 753-4136; - Reuben
Moody, 753-9036; Homer
Miller, 753-7519..









Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
=6.





Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.---
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edael Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1972 CHEVROLET Im-
. palla, good condition,
50,000 miles. 61515.00.
Call 767-4793.
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.
1977 CAMARO ' AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1973 CUTLASS Supreme.





Nice car. Call 474-2346.
-1976-BUICK.--REGENCY,
automStic, power and
air, bucket seats, AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
SMALL ACREAGE, 14
acres located on High-
way 94 East. Beautiful
building _ site, has




46 Homes For Sale
REACTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
BIG HOUSE for family,
renters help pay. Five




By Owner - Brick, 3
bedrooms, 1,,2 baths,
large den, 2 car
garage, central heat
and air, near Murray





central. heat and air, a
beautiful house in
Lynnwood Estates, only
2 miles from town. Just









1969 'FORD TRUCK 360
automatic, new mud and
snow. tires. See at
Murray Motel, Room 4.
Priced $360.00 for quick
sale.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 3/4
ton. Call 435-4113 alter 6.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.












Thurs., Fri, & Sat.'s
Only
June would hlie to invite
all her tomer pidrons




TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and '
porches, brick and tile,..
showers, entrance,





'''• • and serviee. Licerisect.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.
WILL DO inside or out-
side painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
-of elettii,. -heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
htatem and. wiring._ 20
- Years experience. Call
436-5676. firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
ELECTROLUX SALES










ficient service. 'NO job




work needs call :John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2910 for






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
*for free estimates.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass







Call Ralph Worley: 753-
0708.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE





TING, 5 days a week.








Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.












53 Feed An Seed
FOR SALE - Timothy









3-11 & 11-7 shifts in Coronary Care & Critical Care
Areas. Salaries _comparable to other Medical
Facilities in area. Excellent 'fringe benefit
program. Contact Director of Nursing Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital 502-886-5221 Ext. 609, Hopkin-
'vale, Ky. 42240. loyal Opportunity Employer.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stume removal













barns, etc. Call 767-2357.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail





Paris Dept. Now Open
520 South 4th St.
753-9482
.1(1 Y0)11110(1 presents ,4
GOSPEL SINGING
Saturday, Jan. 22, 8 p.m.
it thc
CrIloway Co. High School Gym
tedtirrinv,
The Flinmins - Florida Bob'.
Di‘ie It hoes
Tickets on sale now in main lobby of both
downtown banks.
Children 2.00 advance, 2.00 at the door, Adult
ISO advance 4.00 at the door.
Sponsored Hy Fraternal Order of Police
ABSOLUTE
AUCTION
Saturday, Jan. 22nd at 10 a.m., 823 f. Wood Street,
Paris, Tenn. at White's Auto Store.
- Entire stock and fixtures will be sold. Mr. King
is going out of business. He said, '.'Sell it all, from
wall to wall." Automotive needs, yard and gar-
den supplies, sporting goods, appliances, large
and small, toys, dolls, childs furniture, bicycles,
lamps, stereos, microwave 'oven, filing cabinet,
hardware, cookware, ladders, paint, watches,
pi6nic tables! all brand new and clean mer-
chandise. Don't miss this one Mr. and Mrs. Vin-
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SLICED








VAN CAMP'S. 300 SIZE CAN
PORK'N BEANS 
DEL MONTE
CATSUP 14 oz. Bottle 
KLEENEX' FACIAL





















DEL MONTE•NO. 2 CAN
PINEAPPLE 
FROSTY ACRES' FROZEN




CAKE BIG 8 INCHDOUBLE
LAYER
